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Nulakes
criticism on
covert mission

,

Murray High
hits winner
past Lakers
Page 1.0
_

Null's '93
letter to FBI

^

Case of .
missing boy
-may-be crime
-SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) —
The story of the retarded boy
who was saved by a couple of
si ay dogs when he was missing in the woods turns out to be
fake, and a crime may have
been committed, a prosecutor
said today:. • . . • ' The investigation into the
disappearance of Josh Carlisle
revealed the incident did not
occur as initially reported," Bar--:
Ty County Prosecutor David
Cole said.
He said that while he's not
ready to bring charges, "We
believe there was criminal
activity involved."
Josh's mother, Johnny Coffey, said her 10-year-old son
wandered away from their
Cassville home March 6 when
she was inside making soup for
dinner. The boy, who has
Down's syndrome, was found
70 hours later in a dry river bad
by a Springfield man who had
- joined hundreds of other volunteers. Temperatures in those
three days dipped below freezing with the wind chill.
Two stray dogs who were
found with him and whose
barks led the rescuer to the boy
were credited with saving him
by keeping him warm.
Josh suffered severe frostbite on his toes, a sunburn and
a rash, but no serious injuries.
Cole said that raised his
suspicions.
Within days of his rescue,
Josh's story attracted attention
around the world. Donations of
dog food and money poured
into the Coffey home — as well
as lucrative offers of movie
deals. Mrs. Coffey and her husband, Lynn, sold the rights to
their story to a Hollywood producer for an undisclosed sum

ALSIT profloses lam -at-tit

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy.
Low around 50. Wind becoming south around 5 mph.
Thursday...Increasing
clouds with a 40 percent-chance of showers. High 75 to.
80.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY..359.8,-0.5/62'
BA RKLEY.... 359.9,+0.2/62'
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
First District Democratic congressional candidate Ramsey
Morris has criticized an opponent
_thc_molunteering to aid federal
agents ,in a foreign operation
while representing a former conLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
gressman in a corruption case.
Text
of 1st District congresreported
The Courier-Journal
candidate Dennis
sional
lawyer
Mayfield
that
Tuesday
1993 letter to FBI
Null's
Dennis Null, who is opposing
which The
agents,
to
sought
Morris in the primary,
Courier-Journal quoted on
participate in a covert mission in
Tuesday:
1993.
"Purpose of letter — if
FBI
to
note
In a handwritten
you
come up with a scheme
agents the newspaper quoted.
the
1st area we talked
in
Null also said he "more or less
that
could use my
about
during.
draft
evaded (legally) the
be glad to
I
would
help
- die Vietnam War."
for.
nothing
—
wanted
help
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
At the time, Null. was repreCarroll -- simplylny duty '
SWEET SHOP: Jo Farley begins her tour down a row of specialty desserts made by Murray Woman's
senting former 1st District Rep.
Beatty.
Wilma
is
Serving
club members as a fundraiser _ to help
Carroll Hubbard. who was seek:
_ pay for building renovations.
s,se• Pigs 2_
ins leniency from federarinvestigapiws in a probe of Hubbard's
is willing to offer himself
misuse of congressional office felloiv
country in return for
his
for
staff and campaign funds.
reducing the charges against- a
Hubbard, a former law partner _..1__tonVictsk_t__ospipt politician be Is
of Null's, is serving a Three-year representing,- Morris said. "In
sentence for federal corruption both of these instances, Null
eral District Court in Paducah
By AMY WILSON
In addition, she is plant taxonom- chines.
showed-poor judgnient."
Staff Writer
arguing that the university had
ist and spends much of her time
"It seems to me Mr. Null is
. Morris, a HopkinsVille Denlodiscriminated against her on the
out in the field.
confused about when it is-approSix years after making a gencrat,said "Null is obviously
basis of her gender. However, a
priate to step forward and _offer
der discrimination complaint, Dr.
very complicated
a
"It
was
more willing ta put "himself at
himself for his country," Morris
Marian Fuller has finally had her jury comprised of five men and
trial," Fuller said.
for a crooked politician than
risk
of
the
favor
one woman found in
said Tuesday.
day in court.
Both Fuller and the university
for his country."
is
he
university. Fuller has 30 days to called witnesses and produced
Morris said Null had the
In fact, Fuller, a professor in
said Motris'didn't get the'
Null
appeal the court's decision.
opportunity to serve his country
the department of biological scidocuments supporting their
in Vietnam but didn't.
ences at Murray State University,
A native of Nebraska, Feller
"Thirty years later this same • See Page 2
spent four days last week in Fed- teaches botany courses at_MSU. • See Page 2

Booth receives
F-ulbright Award
Dr. James L. Booth, provost and
vice president for academic affairs
at Murray State University, has
been selected for a 19% Fulbright
Award.
Booth is one of five university
administrators in the United States
invited to participate in a specially_
designed four-week program on
higher education and society in
Japan.
The primary objective of the
Japan Fulbright program is to promote mutual understanding between
the people of Japan and the United
States. The program is conducted
by the Japan-United States Educational Commission with bi-national
funding.
Recipients of the award were
JAMES L. BOOTH
selected on the basis of competitive
applications. The Fulbright Award
is granted in recognition of achieve- in Japan.
At Murray State, Booth has been
ments in international education and
potential for personal and professional benefits from the experience 111 See Page 2

BERNARD ‘KANE/Ledger & Times photo

SETTING UP: Murray State University grounds department employees James Prescott, Adrian Cloyes
and Ricky Shupe work on a side of the platform Tuesday that will be used during graduation ceremonies
outside Lovett Auditorium.

Woman's
Club wins
state award
Murray Woman's Club has
won the State Community
Improvement Project Award for
the Pennies in the Park Project.
The announcement was made
at the convention of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
held at Louisville. Murray competed with over 20 other projects
statewide for the state award.
Each state winner throughout
the United States has been sent to •
Washington, D.C., to be judged
for the national Shell Oil sponsored CIP Award. This award
winner will be presented a $5,000
check at the convention of the

II See

Page 3

Officials hold
mock tornado drill

JIM MAHANES/Ledger & Times photo

Peggy Billington (left), director of the Calloway County Red Cross,
gets updated information from Calloway County DES Chief Ronnie
Burkeen Tuesday at a table-top exercise of the new Emergency
Operations Center (EOC). Officials from all emergency-response
agencies in Murray and Calloway County took part In the mock 010fCial at Murray State University.

try And Technology Building to
By JIM MAHANES
act out this faux-disaster.
Staff Writer
Officials were given the sceA string of small tornadoes
nario and told it was up to them
moved through Calloway County
to work it out.
Tuesday at 2:04 p.m. Moving in a
Their objective was to coordinortheastern path, they struck
nate their efforts and dispatch
Hazel, the Sherwood Forest and
emergency crews to the areas
Martin Heights subdivisions,
with the greatest need for
Southwest Elementary School
assistance.
and the New Concord area.
According to the scenario,
Although this is a mock sceHighway 641, south of Murray, is
nario, it was all to real foNcity
blocked by trees and downed
and county officials last night at
power lines, leaving Hazel inaca table-top exercise of the
cessable. The Hazel Fire DepartEmergency Operations Center
ment is requesting assistance.
(EOC) at Murray State
At least 11 houses in Sherwood
University.
Forest were destroyed, two peoCity and county public safety
officials gathered in a room of
the Martha Layne Collins Indus- • See Page 3
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III Null...

FR(

treacherous acts against the
United States," Null said.
point.
Null told the Louisville paper
"If Ramsey Morris said that, I the n3entian of his evasion of serdon't believe he can read, or. vice in Vietnam referred to a stuunderstand the English lan- dent deferment.
guage," Null said. ."The letter
Null graduated from the Uni:
clearly indicated that I was will- versity of Richmoed in Riching to do that for my country." mond, Va., in 1967 and graduated
Null said he couldn't be specif- from the law school at Mercer
ic about the mission he offered to University in Georgia in 1970.
perform or the country that was
During a debate in Paducah
involved. He said to talk about it Tuesday night, Null attempted to
would endanger his family. „.
clarify the reference to his
"At the time the letter was Vietnam service.
written, the particular country
"In regard to4tre draft; I registhat was involved had a history of tered for the draft in '63 when I

FROM PAGE 1

4

-

WE MOVEDttRon's Muffler Shop
has moved to' Ar

639 S. 4TH• St.,

g CM:7

next to Black's Decorating.

We appreciate your business and hope to see you
In our new location.

Null letter...
FROM PAGE 1
as a citizen. My only condition would be that if I was
asked to do anything 'illegal'
— that fact would not
become 'public' before the
real story -iiiis-released.
"I should tell you that my
father was a highly decorated
career Army officer. I more
was 18. I was in the draft system.
I was in college and I was never
drafted," Null said. "The Army
chose not to take me. I admire
people like Mr. Morris who did
service and that was part of my
thinking in offering my service to
my country."
Morris said the draft issue particularly disturbed him. "I don't
know anything about the details.
I felt somewhat uncomfortable
with the fact that there was an
attempt not 'to serve the country," Morris said. "Being a for-

or less evaded (legally) the
draft during the Vietnam
War. If I could do something to inflict some hurt
upon the interests of the
target, I would gladly do so.
1 think I owe ottc,country
that duty. Take care of my
client and if you need some
help to encourage him,
please call me."
mer Marine, that does strike a
sour note in my personal
feelings."
In April 1993, Hubbard agreed
to become an FBI informant to
help the agency investigate what
he thought was illegal lobbying
for Libya, and possible links
between Libya and the 1991 Pan
Am crash in Lockerbie, Scotland.
Later in 1993, Null told The
New York Times that the former
nine-term Democrat traveled to
Libya and met with Col. Moammar Gadhafi in his work as 'an

Murray,
Kentucky
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY
Phone 753-2310
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-5
Owned & Operated
By: Opal Hart

II Lawsuit...
FROM PAGE 1
positions.
MSU attorney David Boswell
said the university has always
denied discriminating against
Fuller.
"We have denied since day one
that any discrimination has
occurred. We are happy with the
jury's decision and it reaffirmed
our position," Boswell said.
According to Fuller, who ,was
hired in the fall of 1967, the university discriminated against her
in areas of tenure, rate of promotion, summer improvement
leaves, two chairman searches
and her research field. Fuller was
seeking salary adjustments and
better conditions for her work
area, which she said is without
heating and air conditioning.
"We did a comparison group of
those hired in 1%7 who are now
full professors (excluding nurses)
and it was found that I ranked
13th of 14 and I had been here
for 30 years," Fuller 'said.
Fuller originally went through
the university grievance process
regarding her complaints.
"It took two and a half years to
get through that process and the
decision was in the university's
favor," she said. "I then decided
to take it all the way to federal

_Save $50,.350_

'1399.99

Thru May 18
Reg 1419999

• Save '100

lnau May 4.

I Rea. 219.99

19-HP,
TaVeriffadfor with-Briggs &
Stratton turbo cooled I/C Platinum twin
engine. Mulch, discharge or bag without
changing blades Bagger extra
Hydro-transmission model (25657), 1699 99. 1599.99

Save $20
5-HP, 22-in. high-wheel mower
with 14-in, ball bearing rear
wheels for easy maneuverability

court."
Although attempts were made
last year to negotiate a settlement, Fuller said in her opinion it
was unproductive.
Despite the court's ruling,
Fuller said -there are '!no sour
grapes."
"I am an idealist, but I am also
a realist," she said. "I will still be
here when this is over. I went all
the way through it and I hope I
made people more aware of the
issue."
Fuller said her family has been
very supportive throughout the
case and she characterized her
relationship with her co-workers
as
"There-Was-one thing, I decided
I wouldn't violate when this
began and that was that I
wouldn't involve my colleagues
or my students who are still students," she said. "You fight as
much as you can. It has been
very stressful." Yet Fuller emphasized the case'
has not affected her work.
"I am a teacher and the only
thing that has kept me going is
my students," she said. "I like
teaching small classes. I am also
a botanist and I have spent over
25 years collecting specimens in
this area for a book I am currently _writing. Those two things have
kept me going."

Tractors require some assembly
'See below.for important credit details
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II Booth...

$27 per nwissIle On SearsCharge PLUS

Craftsman 6-HP, 22-in, propelled
mulching high wheel mower.
14x2-in, ball bearing rear wheels

tribution laundering scheme.
informant.
Null's note to the FBI was
But Hubbard told The
dated April 30, 1994. At the time,
Washington Post later that year
that the FBI used him mainly to ,Hubbard was still looking for
leniency, even though he had earinvestigate associates in western
lier gone public with his work as
Kentucky, who were suspected of
an informant.
involvement in a campaign conz-tv-

dent enrollment increase to more
FROM PAGE 1
.
than four percent of the total student
influential in the establishment of a
Center.for International Programs body.
According to Booth, Murray
and an expansion of the university's
State is the only institution in the
commitment to international educacommonwealth with international
tion. With his encouragement, the
education as part of its mission
university has undertaken exchange
statement. "We are encouraged to
agreements with institutions in 12
prepare graduates who can function
countries, has developed internain a culturally diverse and increastional studies degree programs, has
ingly interdependent world by makinitiated an English Language Instiing a commitment to international
tute and has seen international stueducation as an intergral dimension
of the university experience," Booth
said. "The Fulbright Award is
consistent with our mission and lam
honored to have been selected."
Murray State University PresPick 3
ident Kern Alexander said, "This
9-7-0
prestigious award is an honor not
Pick 4
only to Jim Booth, but also to
7-8-9-1
Murray State University. Dr. Booth
Cash 5
has provided notable leadership in
10-11-13-17-34
international programs throughout
his career. It is especially appropriate
that this Fulbright Award is
oceltrk
granted to the provost of Murray
Sponsored by:
Shell State. The university has gained
distinction for its emphasis on international education."
Following an orientation in Phoeis pleased to wekome
nix, Booth will travel on to Japan
where he will participate in the
program from June 19 through July
19..
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1099.99

3.84412, 1500-P.S.t. gas pressure
washer with turbo nozzle

15.5-HP, 42-in, lawn tractor. Briggs
& Stratton I/C Gold OHV engine
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merica's largest yard sale.
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Roberts Realty

Kaczynski paper rejected
before first bomb attack

LAWN & GARDEN SAVINGS THINIUGH MAY 4
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Save '100

Save $30

19.1 cu ft.' with gallon door
storage, adjustable glass shelves.

19-in. TV with Ponablack system,
English/Spanish/French menu.

Carolyn Hicks
as its newest sales associate.
She invites her friends and
customers, old and new to
come by and allow her to
help with their real esate
needs.

•a

c
y pp nc• prices re or w I e Co ors. connectors. aishwasher Instollanon sera
Gas model dryers priced hi her TV screen sizes measured diagonally, reception simulated

753-1651

Kenmore'
89660

414 S. 12th St. • Murray

25782

NEW YORK (AP) — Unabomber suspect Theodore Kaczynski shook with anger and
vowed "to get even" after two
universities rejected his efforts to
publish an anti-technology manuscript in 1978, a professor told
ABC News.
Five weeks later, the Unabomber struck for the first time — in
the parking tot of one of the
schools.
Northwestern University math
Professor Don Saari told ABC's
"World News Tonight" that he
just recently remembered that
Kaczynski had approached him in
1978 about publishing the paper
on tskpc evils of modern
technofdgy.
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While quantities last. Was 37999
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• Extra-Capacity Plus washer
• Double rollover
dual-action plus agitator
• 2-speed motor. 5 water levels
• 5 water temperatures

• Extra-Large Capacity dryer
• 4 temperature settings
• Lighted drum
• End-of-cycle signal
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"Bulk Foods in Convenient-Size Packages"
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Save'60

Ultra WoshTM is America's best
dishwashing system! 3-level wash.

1000-watt. 1.5-cu. ft. capacity.
Auto defrost, quick on features

WE BUY BULK - YOU SAVE MONEY
*Dried Fruits *Snack Mixes *Flavored Gelatins
*Fresh Teas & Spices *Homemade Chocolates (also auger tree)
*Granolas *Semolina Flour *Cake & Pastry Flours
*Organic & Dietetic Foods

Your locally owned and operated Sears Authorized Retail Dealer Store

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
This advertisement includes many reductions, special purchases and items at our regular low price. items at most
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Candlelight 7
a---at the Capitol- =II

This table-top excercise is con'Fifteen minutes into the drill:
ducted every other year, Steen
One more death is reported,
said. On the "off years" officals
Hazel reports an explosion and
pie were reported missing and
conduct similar drills but on a
downtown
area
the
fire
in
three people are injured.
larger scale.
although injuries are light..
New Concord had five homes
Frankfort, Kentucky
"On the off ears we conduct a
as
in
to
the
EOC
Calts
poured
destroyed, one house on fire, two
where
they
drill
actually
move
fast as they would if this were an
people injured and two missing:
equipnient around the city and
emergency.
actual
Firefighters and a sheriff's depuOfficials continued this frenzy county and we haveevaluators in
ty are on the scene and Highway
calls for about 45 minutes many places looking at the
of
121, northwest of New Concord,
[Thursday, May 2, 1996 1
until Steen stopped the drill and response of the different agenis blocked by debris.
cies," Steen said.
At Dusk • 8:00 p.m.
evaluated officials' actions.
Southwest Elementary has
Steen said Tuesday's drill was
did
really
well;
Timi
"They
Uplifting Prayer
reported extensive damage. Sevconcentrated their resources on one of the best for Calloway
eral emergency units are on the
the school and found additonal County and gave high marks to
scene, two fatalities were initially
Candle to be provided for all who attend
resources outside the community the officals who participated.
reported and 30 people are
Gas leaks and fires are
Frankfort
502-875-7368,
Louisville 502-228-3338, National 719-531-3379
"This was one of the best EOC
reported in various parts of the to help in other areas," Steen drills this community has
ever
Join us all Kentucky Citizens and Friends of the State
injured. Additional medical supcounty and officials cannot make said. "It's good we can get all held," he said. "The
new EOC
together
for
this
officials
port is needed.
these
contact with New Concord.
worked out very well and we had
. "I'm hoping that they will see
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry and exercise."
good cooperation between The
discuss
6
J
Mit (Southwest school) should be
saidofficals
Steen
MFD Chief Pat Scott are
the main focus of their efforts,"
many things after the drill includ- agencies.
informed by their dispatchers that
said Jeff Steen, coordinator of the
several ways to improve EOC
ing
"Our EOC is well ahead of
additional units have become
communities around here,"
event. "With all the things going
operations.
other
availible. They were to coordion at once and all the reported
EOC
needed
said.
"They
felt
the
he
FREE COUPON!
nate and send their units where
damage, I'm hoping they realize
Peggy Billington, director of
better internal communications
they thought they were needed
This
Coupon Entitles Bearer to
how they should prioritize these
and a better log system to com- the Calloway County Red Cross,
most.
One Free Bear Hug from
areas and focus on the one that
municate information they're said the EOC.facility is a long
the Wodd's Homeliest Retailer'
needs the most help."
receiving to the other agencies. awaited dremit-bf hers. •
*Ten minutes into the drill:
Officials from the Murray Fire
"A drill like this is set up for
"It's been along hard struggle
One additional ambulance
(ER...AN...LADIES ONLY PLEASE!)
Department, Murray Police becomes available at the intersec— the purpose of allowing these to get this thing going. We have
Department, Calloway County tion of Highway 641 and Highpeople to make mistakes in non- gotten support from so many peoSheriff's Department, Calloway way 80, a Kentucky State Police
lethal situations. We always need ple in the form of donated equipCounty Fire-Rescue, Calloway Trooper becomes available and
to conduct these drills," Steen ment and items essential to a sucCharlie Adams - Pharmacist
County DES Rescue Squad, Mur- one CCFR brush truck.
cessful EOC operation. said.
"I feel comfortable that if a
major disaster were to happen in
Calloway County, we would be
753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
prepared.1 pray it never does, but
if it does, we'll be ready," she
ment of the Murray Woman's members, other organizations and
FROM PAGE 1
said.
Club.
When Martha Andrus businesses, and fraternal organiGeneral Federation of Women's
Clubs at Opryland Hotel, Nash- became general club president in zations at Murray State
ville, Tenn., in June of this_year. 1993, she made the Murray- University.
Close to $100,000 has been
Murray club members have Calloway County Park the focus
or given to the park through
spent
Murray
club
and
of
the
entire
been-notified that their project is
for the Park Project
Pennies
the
now in the top five in the nation. appointed Jeannetta Williams as
Your source for Mother's Day gifts that will
two years.
past
over
the
chairman.
project
Local club members will be prereally make her smile!
"We were so excited to win
- Andrus and Williams compiled
sent for the anticipation of being
7Th' Diamondi
f°.12 CT. Diamond
chosen as the national winner at a book of pictures and articles this contest and ,be eligible for
Anniversary
llothers 'oat;
— Fashion Rings
the national convention at itTafitit the *WV done in the girt- 'the national -competition. We
the past two years. Over 6,000 were also so proud of our comBand
Nashville.
Reg Price '395
'.71 C 1110r e
munity for their response to our
Reg. Price '149
Pennies for the Park Project hours were volunteered at the
SALE
requests _for help for our park.
was started by -the Sigma Depart- park by school children, club
SALE
When we _looked over the finished report, it was overwhelming
to see the support we have
received," Andrus said.
1/2 CT.
The club received $150 for
Prices
Diamond Bands
winning the state award. All
AV"
I 1.1.1 )1.
money awarded must be put back
Reg. Pnce '495
into the project.
.41
Pearls For The
SALE
The contest was developed in
Cultured r.s,.
753-9959
:cooperation with the GFWC and
Woman
"t.,•re
. •
Central Shopping Center
Shell Oil Co. to promote
Mumy, KY
Woman's Clubs' involvement in
the community. In order to be
considered for this award, a club
must get the entire community
behind a project and present
proof of this support, Andrus
said.
"We felt our park project fit
perfectly within the guidelines of
this contest, so we decided to put
Martha Andrus, second right, and Jeannette Williams, second left,
together two years of work into a
accept the award and a check for $150 for winning the Kentucky
book and go for the prize. We
Community improvement Project Award at the convention of Kenhad taken lots of before and after
tucky Federation of Women's Clubs at Louisville. This was for the
pictures and pictures of all of our
Pennies in the Park project which Is now in competition for the
volunteer and donated help. With
national award, sponsored by Shell Oil Company with a cash award
the help of the Murray Ledger &
of ;5,000. Presenting the awards and cash are Clara Austin, left,
Times, we were blessed with lots
state president of KFWC, and Irene Morgan, right, state vice presiof material for our report," Wildent Present also for the award presentation was Sue Allison, curliams said.
rent MWC president.
ray ambulance and hospital officials were given this information
by Steen.
MSU safety engineering students played the pap of each
agency's dispatchers and were.
given a timeline in which the
events were to unfold for
officials.
'Five minutes into the drill:
Requests for additional ambulances and medical personnel are
coming in from Hazel, Southwest
Elementary and both
subdivisions.
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Giant Fish Sandwich Combo

2 Pc. Fish Dinner
2 golden fish to Ga
fillets, fries, ‘171
"
•`"'
cole slaw, hushuppies

Si-.Ai(

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

SEA F.04 PI)

Sandwich,
$2.99
French Fries
and Medium Drink

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

•
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Shrimp & More

3 Pc. Fish Dinner
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3 golden fish it0
fillets, fries, 4Pti•tou
cole slaw,-hushpuppies

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

$3 99

SEA I(KIS)

A golden fish
fillet, 5 hand
breaded shrimp, fries,
cole slaw, hushpuppies

-

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

4

Country Style Fish Dinner

12 Pc. Shrimp Dinner

$0 m9

eak

Our regular fish
tal•e..9
breaded in our
special 'cornmeal breading,
fries, cole slaw, hushpuppies
SEA Ff

SEAFt NM)

12 hand breaded
•
shrimp, fries, ots
gu‘
A41
cole slaw and.VU
hushpuppies

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

Fish Sandwich Combo

Buy One Fish & Chips @ Reg.
Price And Get 2nd
Fish & Chips @1/2 Price

Sandwich,
French Fries
and Medium Drink

$2-19

SEA

SEAFI

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996.

Free gift with purchase while supplies last. Not all styles available at all locations.
rmoli=MINIINIMMEIMIIIMIIMMINIIIIMMEIMINIMMII IN No es in•
•II

10 OFF

ANY DR. MARTENS PURCHASE

aloe sensaTion

.

3 golden fish fillets,
fries and hushpuppies

Iml

One Coupon per customer. Not good with any other
special or discount offer. Expires May 12, 1996

Chestnut Hills Plaza • 753-6242

Expires; 6/30/96
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A short life ofglory

WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK

Publisher

Managing Editor

"Better a short life of glory than a
cross-section of legislators. After
long life of infamy."
AGREE OR NOT
all, it's a legislative election year
General Manager
Ken Gibson, Member
and returning to the Blandford Era
of the General Assembly would
—FRANKFORT - Kai Gibson-,-ft—
'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
seem to be a chancy proposition.
respected former state senator from
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
Or maybe they just couldn't live
Madisonville, was referring to the
without the PAC money, the dingrief tenure ofthe Legislative Ethics
ners, drinks and hotel rooms.
Commission as a Serious - and
Syndicated columnist
effective - watchdog over the conLobbying the 1996 General Asduct of the General Assembly.
Created in 1993 in the immediate state where a trade association is readily, gratefully, greedily took sembly by special interests cost $5
million. It'll cost more in 1998.
wads of money from a powerful
aftermath of Operation Boptrot, the having a convention or a meeting or
whatever-and
lobbyist.
course,
Of
we
not
know
pay
have
all
a
to
federal sting that caught 15 legislaThe fact is, of course, that the
about that because it was videotaped
tors in everything from lying to dime.
House and Senate have ample numThey will be able to take thou- by the FBI, who had caught the
extortion, the commission had subbers of honorable, honest, hardstantive powers to investigate in- sands of dollars from special inter- lobbyist in a. bribery sting and
Dear Editor:
working women and men and most
him
turned
to
the
agency's
est
political
own
uses.
committees
action
fractions
of
the
tough
code
of ethics
I would like to use your format to publicly apologize to a young man
of them voted against the return to
Blandford,
to
(PACs)
finance
day
to
this
still
their
in
re-election
also
passed
by
the
General
Asagainst whom I erred.
sembly. That 1993 code went far in -campaigns,and woe to anyone who prison, still doesn't comprehend thai the Blandford Era. And when the
Son,I don't know your name,but last Saturday evening, you were with
FBI next sets up its video equipment
cleaning
up the conditions that deresChallengean incumbent with a he. cf0 anything Wrong.
your dad. Apparently,coming home from four-wheeling, he made a stop
in some hotel room here - and it will,
made Bobtrot almost inevitable. PAC-created war chest.
at a Benton store. When your dad pulled into handicapped parking,
•
It's
back
to
the
days
when
legislabecause the Kentucky General AsSpeed
As
for
forward
the
Legislative
three
Ethics
short years
taking three places, I'm sure he probably told you that it would be all
tors readily solicited big campaign
sembly is marked for careful watch and
the
Commission,
1996
it
can
General
no
longer
initiAssembly
right. He probably said that he would only be a minute or that no body
it will be the honorable, honest and
took the heart out of its own ethics ate investigations, but must have a contributions from special interest
else would need it. Son,he lied. It wasn't all right. He was stealing the
and
when
they
didn't
want
anyone
to
hard-working members who once
commission
sworn
and
complaint
the
from
soul
a
out of its
citizen.
use of that parking from people who legitimately had the right to use :
know, they took the money in cash
again will be tainted by the smell of
ethics
own
code.
And
when
Begining
the
terms
in
of
July,
Gibson
and
those spaces.
corruption.
Kentucky lawmakers will be able to the other commission members ex- and didn't report it. Boptrot got
My apology is for not valuing you highly enough and for not realizing
three
in
that
little
scam.
be
wined
and
pire,
it
dined
will
be
by
the
special
speaker of the
the importance of the example that was wrongly set for you. I owed it to
By that time, Ken Gibson will be
interests and no one will be the House and president fo the Senate
Presumably, the legislative lead- back in Madisonville and his toothyou to offer your dad the chance to repent from his wrong. I know that
ership believed - the* voters have .less successors will wonder what
you and many of your friends at school are confused about right and ' wiser because the entertainment who will replace them.
won't be reported.
forgotten Boptrot, the disgraces, went wrong.
So, it's a return to the high-style
wrong. My generation is greatly at fault for not teaching you the right
They will be stile' to lounge days of legislative excess, when
ruined .careers and federal prison
and for so frequently demonstrating the wrong.
around a pool at some-resort in the then-Speaker
Hell - be able to tell them.
cells that swallowed a bipartisan
Blandford
Son, it is never right to take what doesn't belong to you,even when its Don
only for a minute, even when you think that probably no one else will
need it, even when the people you steal from are guaranteed by law to be -.Reflections
physically handicapped, or even .when you have some 'other good
excuse.
-Yes, your father wronged yOuln what he tatigtriou. But I also
wronged you whenl didrVt„in love,quietly point his mistake out to him,
remind him of the tremendous importance of the example he set for you, and offer him a chance to correct it. I'm as sorry as lean be. I promise it
will never happen again. I hope you will forgive me.
Rev. Eul T. Dick
9721 U.S. Hwy.
---68- East-7
Benton, KY 42025 .
ALICE ROUSE

Todd Duvall

FROM OUR READERS
Reader tries to right a wrong

Photos windoth
past

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Independent, Ashland
Now that the Kentucky General Assembly has approved and
Gov. Paul Patton has signed a law that will allow law-abiding citizens to obtain permits to carry concealed weapons, the next move
is up to city and county governments.
In the interest of public safety, city and county governments
throughout the state should move to prohibit people from carrying
concealed weapons in government-owned buildings.
The law — which allows Kentuckians at least 21 years old who
undergo background checks and safety training to buy a three-year
permit to carry concealed weapons — bans the weapons in bars,
churches, courtrooms, most schools and many day-care facilities. It
also gives fiscal courts and city commissions and councils the
option of extending the ban to city- and county-owned buildings.
Many times over the years we have attended meetings of fiscal
courts, city councils and commissions, and even lesser bodies like
planning commissions, where the tempers of participants have
flared. Those who work government offices also have to sometimes
Make decisions that anger people. Allowing people to carry guns in
such potentially hostile environments is inviting tragedy....
Lexington and Louisville already have taken steps to ban concealed weapons in their public buildings. Ashland, Olive Hill, Louisa,
Morehead, Boyd County, Greenup County, Carter County and all
other local governments should follow their lead. ...
We remain convinced that this law will lead to more crime than
iL_p_rsyert6.
The Paducah Sun
Should a couple trying to rear two children on a poverty-level
income have to pay the state $10 a week in income taxes?
Resoundingly, no.
The scenario derives from a study by the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities. The Washington, D.C.-based group found that
poor people pay higher income tax in Kentucky than in any other
state.
The tax bill for the family of four with a household income of
$15,570 would be $524 in this state, and that is $85 more than the
second-place state, Hawaii.
The main reason is that the Kentucky tax obligation kicks in at
only $5,000, one of the lowest thresholds in the country.
To be sure, the issue is more complex than one set of figures can
reveal, and typical tax burden would have to be viewed in context.
But on its face, the Case set forth by the study group should
prompt concern among Kentucky policymakers who now have reason to believe, if they didn't before, that the state is treating its
working poor badly by comparison to other states.
It is impossible to resist the observation that Kentucky's income
tax system is especially instructive as an example of how a flat tax
works.
The Kentucky tax rate is 6 percent. One way to keep the rate low
is to tax even the marginal earners at the same rate and make more
of their income subject to tax. We are not suggesting that Kentucky
tax-writers necessarily thought of their handiwork in those terms —
they probably did not — but that is the way it has turned out.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). LcIters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

—

•

-

This summer the Ledger & Times wants to reflect — reflect on
the past, present and future of our community.
Through a special section to be- published the last week in July,
we want to pause a moment and consider the past, present and
future of Calloway County.
But we need your help.
A reflection of the present is something a newspaper does everyday. But the past can be trickery. Microfilm reels are hard to reproduce a community's past but your photographs can instantly set a
place and time that reflects not only your past but the past of your
community.
Therefore we are seeking photo submissions like the one accompanying this article. But we need more than just a photograph, we
need your story about the event. Don't worry about the way it is
• written or how long it is, we want to know what the photo means to
your family's history in Calloway County.
We will make reproductions of your photographs and return
them unaltered.
If you have any questions, call the Ledger at 753-1916.

Courthouse Past

would sell — actually authorized
in a recent appropriations bill —
would come from a low-quality
part of the reserve and not generate much revenue or do much
to hold down prices, Rothschild
said.
Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La.,
Associated Press Writer
chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, accused Clinton of "slippery rhetoric."
Department announced it would of this," said Ed Rothschild, an
"I am doubtful, as are the
investigate the causes of the energy analyst for the consumer
that the sales will have
experts,
increases — on the order of 20 group Citizen Action.
real
effect on bringing down
any
cents a gallon since the start of
"The companies could just
Livingston said.
prices,"
gas
the year — and determine pocket it," Rothschild said. He
Republicans
seized the gas-tax
whether there has been any illeg- called the GOP ploy "a master
repeal as an attractive pocketbook
al collusion by Oil companies. political short-term stroke, but I
issue after being outmaneuvered
The Energy Department is under- think it will come back to bite
by Democrats on legislation to
taking a similar study.
them."
increase
the minimum wage.
Price gouging and oil-company
As to Clinton's proposal, selldiscussed ... maybe
"We've
greed are natural campaign issues ing 12 million barrels from the
these two items. ...
coupling
even
because everyone blames the oil
strategic petroleum reserve would
Repeal the gas tax and niybe
companies for gas-price account for less than what the
le
(raise) the minimum wage,
increases, suggests Democratic country consumes in a single day
Tuesday.
said
pollster Mark Mellman.
(18 million barrels).
Even with the recent increases,
But, he added, "I'm not sure
The reserve was set up in 1975
prices in the United
gasoline
that repealing part of the gas tax
to serve as a cushion against oil
among the lowest in
are
States
on the one hand .or selling oil
shortages but has been used more
industrialized world.
the
from the Strategic Petroleum
reserve
political
as a
— for presiIndustry analysts blame the
Reserve on the other will be seen
dents to draw from mostly for
on a combination of
increases
by people as solving the
symbolic purposes.
factors: tight inventories at
problem."
President Bush in late 1990- refineries, uncertainties over
Even if Dole and Gingrich can
sold 5 million barrels of crude oil
whether oil from Iraq would enter
deliver on deducting 4.3 cents
from the reserve as a "signal" to
markets, more demand
world
from the current 18.3-cent-awarn oil companies from profitof higher speeds under
because
gallon gas tax, "they can't guaring from the Persian Gulf crisis.
limits and popularispeed
relaxed
antee that consumers will see any
Furthermore, the oil Clinton
ty of low-gas-mileage recreational vehicles.
"I don't know if this issue has
legs in the campaign. It may go
U.S. REP. Ed WhiOeld
away in a week," said James
202-225-3115 (Washington)
Thurber, a political scientist at
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
American University.
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
EDITOR'S NOTE: Tom
202-224-4343 (Washington)
Raum covers national politics
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
for the Associated Press and
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
reported on the energy crises of
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
the 1970s.
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Joretta Randolph submitted this photograph of the Calloway County
Courthouse. She did not know the date the photo was taken but surmises the building was photographed shortly after it was
constructed.

Political mileage from gas prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
energy experts suggest gasoline
prices, which have climbed to
their highest levels since the Persian Gulf War, may soon start to
ease on their own. But that hasn't
stopped either President Clinton
or Sen. Bob Dole from rushing in
with remedies.
Both the president and his presumptive fall rival are maneuvering for political gain in the recent
surge in prices. But their efforts
may have little significant impact
on prices at the pump.
Dole's answer comes in the
form of a repeal of the 4.3 cent-agallon increase that Congress
enacted in 1993 as part of Clinton's overall deficit-reduction
package.
"We believe with the skyrocketing prices of gasoline, jet fuel
and other fuels that the most certain way to give consumers relief
is to repeal the gas tax," hetsaid
Tuesday in a Senate speech.
Both he and House Speaker
Newt Gingrich — who went to a
California gas station last
weekend to blame rising prices
on that 1993 tax hike — have
promised a vote before Memorial
Day, traditional start of the summer driving season.
Electoral-vote-rich California
has been hardest hit by the
increases, with gas in some areas
approaching $2 a gallon.
Clinton, not to be outdone,
announced he would sell 12 million barrels of oil from the
nation's strategic petroleum
reserve to help stabilize the oil
market. "Action speaks louder
than rhetoric," White House
spokesman Mike McCurry said
Tuesday.
At the same time, the Justice
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Board seeks nominations
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is seeking nominations
from the public to fill an unexpired
board term in Calloway County.
Nominees must reside in the
county represented and cannot be
employed by the WKRMH-MR
Board, Inc. or any of its affiliates. It
is important that those persons nominated have an interest in either
mental health, mental retardation
and/or substance abuse. The Board
meets at 7:30 p.m. on the third
Thursday of each month in Paducah.
The 36 member regional Board,
comprised of four citizen volunteers
from each of the nine counties in the
agency's catchment area, is the
policy-making body for the community mental health, mental retardation, and substance abuse programs. Persons who serve on the
Board have input into the overall
service delivery sistem in the
region.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is_a private non-profit
501(C)3 corporation, and is not a
state or local governmental agency.
The agency provides a wide variety
of mental health, mental retardation
and substance abuse services to the
nine county region.
The agency employs a staff of
.150 individuals. Included in that
figure are a number of psychiatrists,

phychologists, social workers, psychiatric nurses,case managers, substance abuse counselors, and other
professionals.

Nominations for these vacancies
should bubmitted in writing to
The Nominating Committee, attention of Beverly(-Than, Executive

Wit Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To LIMN Quantifies

We

U.S. Choice

Ground 'Chuck

T-Bone- Steak
$189
Boiled

Hyde Park
1 Lb
Vac Pack

Bacon
$ 1 59

99!

A't_-,_ st Virginia

Ham

Lb,

10 oz

2/$3

Hefty Foam

Plates
50-25 Ct
$

1 68

BBQ
Sauce

Cheese
Singles

18 oz

16 oz

79c

$ 1 99

Flay-O-Rich

2% Milk
Gal. $ 1 89
Post Grape Nuts
Honey Bunches Oats
Banana Nut Crunch

SPECTACULAR SAVINGS CONTINUE...
THIS
WEEK'S
FEAT U RE!

Kraft Miracle Whip Or

Mayonnaise

19
32 oz. $2

Dn-

has
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Kraft

• Charcoal
Betty Crocker

the
of
at
ver
iter
ind
der

With $15
required purchase

Kingsford

Kraft

Minute Rice

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cat Free Coke, Mr. Pitt

PORCELAIN ON STEEL GOURMET CCJKWARE

a.,
riin-

es,
ted
in

I Lb

Kr ott

Parmesan -

the
ole

Chuck
Steak
$ I 39

Kraft

Sugar

'be

Boneless

Shoulder
Roast
$ 1 49

Minute Steak
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I

I Lb

Kraft Grated

J

HS
P r

Extra Lean

lected.

Ryan Milk (a subsidiary of Dean
Foods) plans to donate $25 for each
employee that rides. Ryan Milk is
'
,also donating milk to refresh all the
riders during the trail ride. For more
information or to sign up to participate call the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452 or Joe
Geurin at 436-2733.

Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoublers

Owen's Best Family Pack

On Saturday, May 11th, the

-`ren's Hospital starting at 9 a.m. and
continuing, throughout the day at
Wranglers Riding Camp in Land
Between the Lakes.
St.Jude's Children's Hospital has
served approximately '53 children
from Calloway County and the
Purchase Area. All the proceeds
will go directly to ,}St. Jude's.
Donations to St. Jude's make it
possible that families are not required to pay more than they are
able, for the cancer treatment of
their children.
All individuals of the region are
encouraged to participate in some
portion of the ten mile horseback
ride on Wrangler's trails. Participants are encouraged to get sponsors
to pledge an amount for every mile
they ride or a donation amount for
the ride.
Every rider contributing a total of
$35 in donations will receive a
beautiful Si Jude's Ride-A-Thon
T-Shirt. Other prizes will be given
according to larger donations col-

The legal yard in the time of King Henry 1 of England 1A:ratite dis---tance from the king's nose to about the end of his thumb

Prices Good
May 1 thru
May 7

4-H club to
sponsor
Ride-A-Thon
Dusty Spurs 4-H Horse Club -61
Calloway County is sponsoring a
Ride-A-Thon for St. Jude's Child-

Secretary, Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., P.O. Box 7287,
Paducah, KY 42002-7287
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Salad Dressing

20 Lb.

Betty Crocker Specially
99
8 oz. $2

Log Cabin

Kraft

was the

last letter
added to the alphabet. It
developed from the letter
I during the 1600's.

Mac, & Cheese

7.25 oz

2/$1 29

Coke, Diet Coke, Mr. Pibb,
Mello Yello, Cat. Free Coke

Doe
2 Liter

7

Thirst Quencher 32 oz 99'
Coke, Diet Coke, Mr. Pibb,
Sprite, Diet Cat Free Coke 6 pk

SE Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars

• Daily

Golden Ripe

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

Bananas

Do you know
where your
customer are?
90 of every 100 newspaper readers make a
point to read ads, too.
58 percent of TV viewers would rather do
something else when
commercials are on.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1995
The Preston Group. Lexington, Ky.

Pecan Pie
$489

Owen's Best

1 Lb Bag

BBQ Chicken
$ 1 99

Tossed Salad

Lb.

994

24 oz $279

Power Ade

A&A AUTO
.RENTAL
• Call Us tor Rates

79'

Potatoes

Hamburger Helper 3/$4 Syrup

14 oz.

19
8 oz $ 1

jexas Sweet

Onions
3 Lb. Bag

990

20 oz $299
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START A NEW BUSINESS'

You Can be Financially Independent Between 2-5 Years

Be Your Own Boss. _
Meetings held Tuesday & Thursday at 7-9 pm.
_

t.0n
tion

Terry's Rent-To-Own
South 1201•Nforray, Ky. Uncle Jells Shopping fenter
Everybody Is Welcome-Bring ,4 Friend'

tor,
$

$ $ $ $ $ $

$ Si $ $ $ $ $

cay

$ $ $ $ $

• Spring Baskets
• Selection of, Afghans
• New Picture Frames
• Magnolia, Sunflower &
Lilac Candles

The annual May Fellowship Day, sponsored by Church Women
United of Murray and Calloway County, will be observed Friday, May
3, aat 10:30 a.m. at First Preibyterian Church.
Women of Protestant, Roman Catholic, Anglican and Orthodox
traditions around the nation gather in this common worship experience
for the purpose of building healing relationships within their
communities.
This year's services entitled "Healing Our Neighbor in a Broken
World" wilt examine ways to help bind up the brokenness in others
through creative responses to the inhumanity in the midst.
Officers of Church Women United urge women of all churches to
attend the celebration and to bring a simple luncheon dish for a fellowship meal following the program. Offerings at this service help
support work within the community.

"8

Arnzi

OLLAND DRUG

%.

The village (4t N hest to Cain's Jeep) Murray'

Ladies Dress 9
Casual Shoes

$12.95 8 $15.95
Connie, Lifestride, Citie Sidewalk, Nicole, Sam
& Libby, Madeline Stuart, Corsina

Choose From a Large Selection of

SANDALS!
New Shipment of Italian Straw

HANDBAGS
Dallas, Mario & Belle Rose

Factory Discount Shoes„
and
Nurse's Uniforms

Sun. 1-6

Downtown on Court Sq.

753-9419

DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
NOW
O

$NLY499
Reg.
$699

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, May 2, at 3 p.m. The group will
meet at Calloway County Public Library and then go for visits to the
local nursing homes. For information call Lois Ruiz, 436-2453.
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Shown is cake at last Hazel lodge meeting

Two Masoniciodges to
have ceremony tonight
By JOHN A. SALTER
Lodge Master
A commemorative cake symbolized 86 years of meetings of
Hazel Lodge #831 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Closing its doors on April 12,
this final meeting, conducted by
Master Bobby Holmes, was a
"sad and happy affair," Holmes
said.
Attended by over 40 Masonic
friends of Hazel Lodge, "sadness
prevailed because of the solemnity of the occasion, though happines lights the future in looking
forward to joining with Murray
Lodge #105," added Holmes.
Among Hazel Lodge members
present were Max Weatherford, a
10-time Past Master; Henry Hutson, seven-time Past Master; Pat
Hutson, Past Master; Bob
Samuelson, Past District Deputy
Grand Master and Past Master;
Joe Lasater, Past Master; R.M.
Vance, Chaplain; J.I. Patton,
Junior Deacon; and Cliff Mitchell, Senior Deacon.
Other lodge friends in attendance included Billy Joe Bradley,
State of Kentucky District Deputy Grand Master and Briensburg
#401 Past Master; Barton Jones,
Murray and Temple Hill Past
Master; Cecil Dodds, Murray
Past Master; and other current
and past masters of other Masonic lodges.
One of the featured highlights

of the evening included a recitation by State of Kentucky Past
District Deputy Grand Master
and Briensburg Lodge #401 Past
Master Ted McGown. The poem,
"The Lodge Room Over Simpson's gtore," was read by
McCown.
A barbecue meal, sponsored by
Hazel Lodge, was served.
Master Bobby Holmes said
we are looking forward to the
consolidation meeting at Murray
on Wednesday, May I. Holmes
then turned the meeting over to
Past Master Henry Hutson who
brought down the gavel, closing
out 86 years of Hazel Masonic
activity.
All Masonic Lodge members
are invited to attend the dinner
starting the consolidation ceremonies to unite Hazel with Murray
tonight (Wednesday) at 6 p.m.
Murray lodge members are
requested to bring a dish for the
potluck meal.
Following the dinner, State of
Kentucky Grand Master L.C.
Harper will officiate at the consolidation ceremonies slated to start
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray Lodge,
located on Highway 121 North at
Robertson Road.
An election of officers will be
held to guide Murray Lodge for
the balance of the year of 1996.
All Masonic lodge friends are
invited to attend this very important ritual, sponsored by Murray
Lodge #105.

Spring Training!
Get in shape BEI-ORE the Summer!
Give us-30minutes
3 times a week & you will se, results!

3

Fast, Fun,
Fitness

RCA Qss

An AA meeting will be Thursday, May 2, at 7 p.m. at the Center
for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray. These meetings are held each Thursday. For information tall 753-7676.
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9-1 & 3-7 •
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for women

Get startecptoday!

759-3400
1608 Hwy
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4-H area show will be at North
The Calloway County 4-H Program will host the Purchase Area
Variety Show on Friday, May 3, at 7 p.m. at North Elementary
School. Admission is free and all interested individuals and families
'may attend.
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Rodeo __wilt_open Friday
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West Kentucky Rodeo Association will have its first rodeo on Friday and Saturday, May 3 and 4, starting at 8 p.m. and Sunday, May
5, at 2 p.m. at Graves County Fairgrounds, Mayfield. Country singing will be at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday, a parade will be at 10 a.m.
Saturday, and Cowboy church will be at 9:a.m. Sunday.

East PTO will meet Thursday
East Elementary School PTO will hold its last meeting of the
school year on Thursday, May 2, at 6 p.m. All parents, guardians,
teachers, staff and students are urged to attend.

Bik-e-A-Thon will be Saturday
A Bike-A-Thon for the benefit of St. Jude's Children's Research
Hospital will be Saturday, May 4, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church. Participants are encouraged to
obtain pledges for riding, walking, etc., in the event. Prizes will be
awarded for money collected and refreshments/lunch will be avail:
able for participants. For more information-call Milton Stokes, coordinator, at 492-8284.

Hearing Loss seminar Saturday
A Hearing Better For Life seminar will be Saturday, May 4, at 9
a.m. and 1 p.m. in Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray State
University. This will be sponsored by Self Help for Hard of Hearing
People and is free to the public. For information or reservation call
759-2542.

Joint SBDM session Thursday
A joint training session for all county and city school Site-Based
Decision Making Council members on "Budget and Financial
Responsibilities of-SBDM Councils" will be Thursday, May 2, from
3:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Murray High School. Susan Perkins Weston,
executive director of Kentucky Association for School Councils, will
be the speaker. For more information call Dan Hampton, principal,
at Murray High School.
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RECDS representative at library
A representative of Rural Economic and Community Development
Service (RECDS), formerly the Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA), will be at Calloway County Public Library the first Friday
of each month starting May 3, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. USDA, RECDS
make 100 percent homeloaris to very low to moderate income people. For more information call 1-502-247-9527 at Mayfield, said
John D. Wells, manager.
ol

Navy unit planning reunion
An effort is being made to find persons who served on the U.S.S.
Sperry (AS-12) submarine tender between the years 1942-1982. A
military reunion is being planned for Sept. 5-7 at Minneapolis,
Minn. Names may be sent to Jim Taylor, president, U.S.S. Sperry
(AS-12) Association, 5081 Holly Farms Dr., Virginia Beach, VA
23462 or call 1-804-490-2462.

loin Now
60% Off METAPHYSICAL
FAIR

Join now & lose up to
25 lbs. by July!

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH R. CARRY

Court Square - Murray
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DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
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AA meeting will be Thursday

Pio

• Fresh herb plants. Unique baskets, pots,
containers • Quality garden tools • Stepping
stones • Small lamps, tables' Rugs • Lovely
notecards • High quality silk and dried florals
-Picfule—frames • Many more new, old
and -handmade items.

Fri. til 8

The 21st annual Hardin Days for the benefit of Hardin-South Marshall (Volunteer) Fire Department, will be Friday and Saturday, May
3 and-4, at Hardin Community Building. Friday events include Little
Mr. and Miss Hardin Day event at 6:30 p.m. and country music at
7:30 p.m. Saturday events include breakfast at two Hardin restaurants from 6 to 10 a.m., Parade with Luna McWane as grand marshall
at 11 a.m., Bingo at noon, annual auction at 2 p.m., flea market, and
3 on 3 basketball tournament. This is sponsored by the City of
Hardin.
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Oaks Country Club Membership Breakfast will be Saturday, May
4, from 8 to 10 a.m., sponsored by Men's Golf Association. Cost
will be $5 per person or $2.50 for children under 12. Persons may
sign up at the Oaks club house.

The Garden Path

Mon.-S.it. 9-6

Hardin Days' events listed

Oaks' membership event Saturday

Pick a Bloomln' Good Deal for MOM
at

IIuu ni

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Pet Therapy will be Thursday

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.•Court Square•Murray.753-1462
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May Fellowship Day
to be held on Friday
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MAY 4-5 • EXECUTIVE INN
PADUCAH, KY
SAT. 10 AM-8 PM • SUN. 10 AM-6 PM
'READINGS •BOOTHS
•DEMONSTRATIONS
•KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY
•IRIDOLOGY 'DOOR PRIZES
Free Lectures Every Half Hour with $5 Admission

A Pegasus Production Fair
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West's poster places first

HOSPITAL

REPORTS,_
Two newborn . admissions and
dismissals • it Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,.

ainey s

April 28, have been released as

follows:
Newborn admissions
Wade baby boy, parents. Teddy and
.
Opal, Pans, Tenn.;
Jones baby boy, parents, Chris and
Ella, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Mrs. Myrtle Lassiter , Miss Crystal
Hertel, Christopher Myles Glass, and
Thompson baby girl, all of Hazel;
Mrs. Ida T. Easley and baby girl,
Almo; Mrs. Ina K. Todd, Mayfield;
James R. Jones, Mrs. Lois J. Keller,
Mrs. Sharon Garner, and Miss Shondi
Renee Collings, all of Murray.
• • • •

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
April 29, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
William Otis Wilson, Hazel; Hafford
W. Morris and John W. Copeland,
Kirksey; Roger D. Carter, Calvert City.
Mrs. Opal M. Wade and baby boy,
Paris, Tenn., Elmer Williams, Union
City. Tenn.;
Wayne Henderson, Hardin, Mrs
Cara L. Myers acid baby girt and Mrs
Shari T. Wilkins, Benton;
Miss Bridgette D. Freeland and Clifton James McCallon, Murray
•

•

•

•
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By
Rainey Apperson
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stepfather to Frank and Jesse
Snake Alert! Snake Alert! VicJames. According to Bill, his
ki Singleton was telling me the
cousins only drop in when they
other day that for some unknown
need refuge from the law.
reason, snakes seem to be in an
It II
over plentiful supply this spring
•
Got'a favorite for the Derby
in Murray and Calloway County.
First, Audrey Wilson was this Saturday? How about Edicleaning out a tree stump to plant tor's Note?
• • • •
some flowers and a snake
slithered along and bit her on the
Thursday, May 2, is National
ankle, catching a vein. If her hus- Day of Prayer.
band Monty had not been home
This year's National Day of
and been able to rush her to the Prayer theme is "Honor God hospital, there is no telling what Those who honor me I will honcould have happened. The good or" - I Samuel 2:30 (NIV).
As early as the First Continennews is that she is fine, but what
CALLOwAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo
tal Congress in 1775, national
terrible
a
experience.
In observance of Soil Stewarship Week, April 28-May 7,
stventeen local
Dwain Taylor killed a snake days of prayer have been
entries in the Jim Claypool Conservation Poster Contest are
displayed
right in front of his house, and observed by millions of Ameriat Calloway County Public Library. A total of 1,079 posters
were sub- one of Vicki's show dogs killed a cans from all walks of life. In
mitted in the 1995 contest that had as its theme, "Soil Conservation,
snake in her yard.
1952, Congress passed a joint
Ground for Kentucky's Future." Sponsors for the state-wide
Vicki explained to me that resolution, signed by President
contest
were Calloway County Conservation District, Farm Bureau, and
Courierdogs have a little bit of a built in
Harry Truman, establishing the
Journal. Hollie West, center, shows her poster that won first place in
immunity to snake venon. Her annual National Day of Prayer.
Calloway County. Also pictured are Murray Middle School Principal
dog had sarollen checks but she The law as amended in 1988 and
-Pat
Seiber, lift, and MMS teacher for Mollie, Pat McMullin.
grabbed him up and gave him
signed by President Ronald Reasome benedryle and he was fine. gan, permanently set the day as
Just watch where and what you
the first Thursday of May.
are doing, to avoid a snake bite.
In recent years, a number of
• • • •
surveys have been taken on the'
Good news from any of our subject of the role of prayer in
Widnelday, May 1 •
Thursday, May 2
Murray State graduates is always people's lives. One such survey,
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9 Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
welcome. This little tidbit is taken by The Gallup Organizaa.m.-4:30 p.m
senior citizens' activities.
unusual.
tion for Life Magazine (12/93)
Thursday, May 1
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m./for
Richard Henson, a native of revealed that 89 percent of
Murray Woman's Club memorial sersenior citizens' activities. -•
Benton, and a Murray State gravice and general meeting/7 p.m.
Murray TOPS 469/weigh,ini6
Americanspray. The survey also
duate,
has a famous shop called provides the following' insights
.
p.m../meeting/7
p.m./Annex
of
CelloAll county and city saw councils'
-way County Public library:
"Henson Broom Shop."
on prayer:
joint training session/3:304:30 _Murray_
Clulg6 11-111-/Eva's------Tbe-shop is located on HighFrequency_of.Pray-e-r;--21 perp.m./Murray High School.
country Kitchen.
cent pray 3 times a day or mosci
Calloway County 4-H Leaders' Murray
Kiwanis Club/6 • way 94 West, three miles west of
Cayce. This historic broom shop
Council/1:30 p.m./United Way Board
p.m./Shoney's.
15 percent pray about twice a
Room, Weeks Center.
Murray Rotary. Club/noon/Seven ,also has a broommakers museum.
day; 36 percent pray about once a
East Elementary PTO meeting/6 p.m.
Seas Restaurant,
Richard Henson made several
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Guest artist recital on euphonium by _brooms for CBS's show, "Dr. day; 9 percent pray several times
3 week.
Library.
Jeffrey Graves/8 p.m./Farrell
Quinn, Medicine Woman."
Believe Prayers are Heard Murray, American Legion Post 73 at 7 Hall, FA Center, MSU.
If you watch that show, look at Yes 97 percent; No 2 percent.
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Garden Department of Murray
Bray's Mercantile for a row of
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Have Had Prayers Answered Woman's Club/10 a.m./club house:
brooms on sale. Also Loren Bray - Yes 95 percent; No 2 percent.
Paris. info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7

CALENDAR
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Wednesday, May 1
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4130 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist- Church Cordelia Erwin
Circle/1:30p.m.; Small Prayer Group/7
p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 .p.m.
New LIM Christian Center study/7
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
..
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist .Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek:Bapliit Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist, Chuich service/7
.; ,
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
meeting, Mission Friends, GAs, RAs
and Youth/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Pmschool Music and Choristers/5:15.p.m.; Kids Club/5 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited/5:30 p.m.; Adult Handbell/6
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW family picnic/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Carreer
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church annual
Mother-Child banquet/6 p.m.;
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU Visiting
Ministry/3 p.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and Bible study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir, Intercessory Prayer/7:45
tirTi
rlither West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery at MSU/open
11 a.m.-10 p.m.

p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026 or Nancy.
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support-GrOup
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
First Presbyterian Church Women's
Transition Group/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.; RCIS/7 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church Singles StudySupport Group/7 p.m.
First Baptist 'Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; National Day of
Prayer/12:20-12:40 p.m./City Hall;
Lifestyles Contemporary Issues/6:30
p.m.

Woman's Club to hold
meeting on Thursday
Murray - Woman's Club will hold its annual memorial service,
awards Presentations, and installation of new officers on Thursday,
May 2, at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Clara Austin of Paducah, president-of-Kentucky-Valuation of
Women's Clubs, will .be the guest speaker and will install the new
officers.
Special music will be the Music Chorus of Music Department, of
Murray Woman's Club, directed by Margie Shown with Beth Stribling
as accompanist.
Karen Isaacs, first vice president, will conduct the memorial service
for nine members who have died during the past year. They are Sylva
Atkins, Sadie Nell Jones, Dr -Mildred Hatcher, Modest Jeffrey, Bertie
Gingles, Mamie Pattersond,'Ann Page, Dorothy Jennings and Sally
Livesay.
Hostesses will be Kappa and Theta Departments. Sue Allison, president, urges all members and friends to auend the meeting.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
sweeps the store and his front
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
porch with one Dr. Quinn playEagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Can- •
ed
by Jane Seymour, has several__
ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery/open -11.. . -in her new home that Sully built
for them.
.•
a.m.-10 p.m.
National Boy Seoul Museum open/9
Other crafts in the Henson
a.m -4 30 p.m.

Broom Shop include dough bowl
making, corn shuck doll making,
black smithing, Shaker box making, pottery making, basket weaving, and dulcimer music.
Henson invites everyone to
come to the old store, bring your
family and camera and play
checkers on the front porch.
• • • •
Listen to this
Jesse and
Frank James are coming for the
Murray-Calloway County Soc- Derby.
cer Association will sponsor a
If the U.S. Marshal doesn't get
summer youth soccer camp for them first, reputed outlaws Frank
all age and proficiency levels.
and Jesse James are on the trail
Operated by Major League to Loretto, Ky., to sip a mint
Soccer Camps, a division of julep with their cousin, Bill
North American Soccer Camps Samuels Jr., president of Maker's
Inc., the day camp will be the
Mark Distillery.
week of July 22 through 26.
The James boys are expected
Soccer players may choose guests at Bill Samuel's annual
from a morning session, 9 a.m. to Oaks Brunch Friday, May 3.
noon, for younger and beginning
"I just hope I can put a halt to
players, or an evening session any gun-slinging or family
from 6 to 9. p.m. for older,. embarrassment if they bring the
adveheed players. The evening sheriff in on their tails. My wife,
session is also open to teams.
Nan.c.y.„ gets nervous when my
To receive a registration form,- side of the family shows up to
call John Griffin, 762-2160, days, one of our parties. But if my couor 498-8992, nights. The registra- sins show up it's probable that
tion fee of $100 includes a soccer the fur will fly," Samuels said.
ball and t-shirt; for a second child
Here is the connection. Reuben
in a family the fee is $95, and
Samuels, who was Bill Jr.!s
$90 for additional children.
great-great-grandfather, was also

Youth camp
for soccer is
scheduled

SHE'S BACK

orma Yeanis ads
The Tropics is pleased to announce Teresa
James and Rhonda Redden of Fcinge Benefits
have relocated at the Tropics.
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YeaneS Specials)

Full Set
Of Enhancements
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lint Springs
Manicure

.
j..)\102 N. Market
.

hot Springs
Pedicure
CiarOlYn griffeY

Ask about our coospkte ward
soikaro •
• in GUARANTEED.

Registered Interior Designer'
- New Location 102 N. Market - Paris, TN

s

Fine Residential & Commercial Design By Appointment

Register For Doorprises:
$80 Gift Certificate Prom Tinley Jewelers,
Pier 1 Imports, D.E. Kelley, Lunch for Two
at Papal's, Tropics Tanning Time or Tree
Pedicure and Manicure!

Custom draperies, upholstery, furniture and decorative arts.
Store Hours:
9:00-5:00 Mon., Wed.& Fri.

$25
Si'
$18

901-642-2325

Do you need to change your attitude."'
about yourself, your ferlinsk_or your sell
image? Sometimes, we must stop all the
negative messages that we haw some how
learned to believe. Do you only see your WI
or imagined flaws? Take stock of your self
usage, if it is not good or if you an overly
critical of yourself, stop and make•list of all
your positives and then make a list of your
supposed negauves. Your positives w illowlweigh your negatives if you will be honest
with yourself.
Do you have an image in your mind 01
what you think you should be like?
It would be great if we all looked like
Demi Moore or Sharon Stone, but that is not
reality.
Reality is to itogr - thinking there is
something wrong with you if you are not a
perfect size ft or 10.
A negative body image is often routed ir
messages from our childhood So what it
you don't have the perfect body or your nose
may be • little Icing? (Think about Barbara
Streisand )
Whatever you think, it eventually be:'
cornea reality. So if you are sabotaging
yourself with negative thoughts — stop and
change the reel of thoughts that are running
through your mind. Change your mind 'change your life.
Keep programming yourself with p.'s,
tire visualizations and affirmations of Au.
you want to look and feel and let go of hiss
you -think" you—look. We are &twits thc
most critical of ourselves, most people Jon I
notice what bothers us the most
I experience this daily with all thrbeautiful ladies who come in the Store
supposed figure flaws or their "overweightdoesn't really show
So ladies and guys, take a reality check, look at the positive side of yourself and be
thankful for all your great qualities and soon
you really won't notice all those 014"flavis."
By the way, lots of terrific new gifts and
clothes are arriving daily. Mother's Day is
just around the corner, t.efecelebr_site
moms this year for all the special things they
do for us. Personally, I vote sty me_rwrsarthe
best anyone could ever have.
Congratulations to Carolyn .Parks who
won a uceessr_psietc• ime_abirs.
luncheon.
Be sure to "do lunch" at D.K. Kelley each
and every Friday for food and fun it thc
gathering place where it is 71111 happening.'
Stay tuned to war week's Fun & Fashion
report

305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441
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The English language uses 616,500 words plus another 400.000
technical terms, the most in any language. but it is doubtful if any
individual speaker uses more than 60.000.

ANTIQUES, COLLECTIBLES,
AND GARDEN SALE
May 4-5, 1996
Location: Butler Gymnasium
West Main Street, Princeton, Ky. 42445
a.m. to evening
Sunday, May 5 - 12 noon to 5 p.m.
Dealers Displaying Quality Antiques,
Collectibles, and Garden Supplies

Satin-day, May 4

man's In6.„

rt.g
.

Garden Center

Tulip Poplar Trees
!wise
s moo
5'-6' %.0
!Tr buy
Nino Crimson Red or Coral Bells Pink

Beautiful Azaleas
Gerber
Daisy
$500

Petunias
$900

,

400

Hydrangeas
4 Colors

per tray

Fresh Shipment of Trees & Nursery Stock
Shade Trees, Flowering Cherries, Newport Purple
Leaf Plum, Willow Oak, Bradford Pear, Hollios,
Yews, Boxwoods

Red, Coral, Pink, White

Geraniums

$275

Best Prices In Town! Hundreds To Choose From!

BEDDING PLANTS:
Petunias, Impatiens, Begonias, Dianthus, Coleus,
Dusty Miller, Marigolds

To

JE; Use "Bloom Start", a STA-GREEN Product
r root building when planting annuals,perennials
and Whew bedding plants.

901 Coldwater Road • 753-1137

Nails A Legend Would Wear...

1p--•-•
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•

Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 759-4512
Mon.-Thurs. 8-5, Frl. 8-7, Sat. 8-6, Sun. 1-5
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Humane Society
garage sale will
be here Saturday

Ledbetter
homecoming
On SarKlay_ _
Ledbetter Baptist Church will
have its "Homecoming Day" on
.
SundaY, May 5.
The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor of
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, will
be the speaker at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will
be at 10:15 a.m.
Following the worship service,
a fellowship meal will be served
in the Fellowship House. A gospel singing will follow in the
'afternoon.
The Rev. R.I. Burpoe, pastor,
'invites the public to attend.

Dia
Regist9

MURRAY ROTARY CLUB photo

LAURA LOHR, president of Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries
International, spoke at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club during Secreteries Week. She told about the history of the Murray PSI Chapter which
is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year, and the background on
Secretaries Week and the Secretary-of-the-Year and Boss-of-the-Year
which were announced as Belinda Woods as secretary and Dr. Thomas
B. Auer as boss at the Executive Night Banquet held at Currie Center,
Murray State University.

Wildwood Garden Center
...Where You Will Always Find Top
Quality at Reasonable Prices

Cerny liectbson & Joy Herndon
Swims Casey & Brian Fond

Tropical BToomlng Plants

Azaleas

-Madavilla -Bouganvilla
•Allarnanda -Hibiscus

Over 3,000 to Select
From.
-Many Varieties.
-Extremely Nice Quality.
(In Bloom)
Only $4
"
1 Gallon Size

Chary Carder, & Irian Warman
Saaphanis Germs & Jahn Wages
lesianie Cron & Robert Popit
Pahn Daniel & Jason Adams
C whoring Frazier & Neon SWIM

Huge Selection

Kimberly Goer & Miceli Jay Sanderson

Vegetable Plants &
Blooming Bedding Plants

Proem Orogen & Trani Bore
Baby Golan & laiselhow Wormy
IlliMara Karnes &
Donlon
'Re* Limp* & Ted Weir.

89°

Swirl Ullinern & Malever liusbadmardi

ryiiiiabliVaris lioddeenog
Dor* iguanis-16 Orris* Milo
Teresa Pamir* &

per fuu trey

—

New Vanebes

Meads
Kohn

Large Selection

Large Selection

Large Selection

Meths

BU1k

Shrubs & Trees

Lon Pima IL Wont Ears
Sono Porta & Kelly Sisley
Jenny Ragsdais & Grog bons.
Kan Rudd & Kan Foam N

_Garden
&
Perennials
SeedShade-Treet-

Linda Thom* & TOM kb:Callon
Amy Torsi& & Ray Fennel
Jenny* Tumor 4- Mark Berm
his. Wwd & Todd J. Tarry
Knew
& kialdrai Whoa

8 to 10 Feet Tall, Large Selection,
Excellent Price

Joy Wyatt & Rob Logan

Wildwood Garden
Center

imlimporti

•

12"

per Fedi/4

Blooming
New
Larne,
Selection
Concrete Statuary Hanging Baskets
.
$999
Clernjdis Vines Concrete Fountains, Bird
Baths: Planters, Statues lave selecrton - many
_98_99
—II-Slapping Stones-

-.1otko IWO I litati
Amy Writ & Jell Urban
*my /heap II Rob Nor

Cline Plosion &

$14"
5 Gallon Size Only $1999

3 Gallon Size Only

Amends Joann & Noe Nam

7-T--

320 Memorial Dr., Paris, TN
901-642-2215
Randy 8, Stacy Byrd: Owners
Hours: 8 a.m.-7.00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat. 12-5 p.m. Sunday
It's Worth The Drive To Wildwood

University Raze • Chestnut St
753-1851

-

Top Quality

Reasonably Priced
t4e"'Q,,, Large
SaltaCt1011

JUSt

Sh,Prn

Spring Flags
-• Starting M *
7
99

Large Variety

Jackson & Perkins-

Potted Rose.
Puthes
$13" Each

Baptist Church

•

is celebrating our

150th Anniversary
Services begini at 10 am Sunday, My 5
Dinner on- the grounds to follow

Everyone Is Invited To Join Us!
203 So. 4th St., Murray • 753-1854
7-7-,
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WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN & WOMEN
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Burch family will
have its reunion
at Bardstown
•

Angie Adams & Oui Rimed

•

The Humane Society of Calloway County will have another of
its garage sales on Saturday, May
4, starting at 8 a.m. in Annex of.
Calloway County Public Library.
-This is a major fundraiser for
the society and we really need
your help," said Donna Brunswick, society member. "We are
looking for anything that you
would sell in a garage sale — any
creafts, clothing, appliances,
books, furniture, etc.," Brunswick
said.
Persons having donations for
the sale may bring them 10-the
annex from 1 to 6 p.m. Friday
when volunteers will be present
to take your items. There will be
tax deductible receipts at the
annex when you bring your
donations.

JR,

Join the Hi-Energy staff, Friday, May 3rd
from 12:00-1:30 far a FREE seafood
sampler. Come by and sign up for a
complimentary consultation and take advantage of our "Seafood Special
.Disount"... Friday only! Seafood Sampler Buffet compliments of,Seafood Express,
WCBL & Hi:Energy. .

•
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ANIMAL SHELTER photo

Pictured are Beth Mills with "Wild Thing," a female Dalmatian/Pointer,
and Jonathan Bell with "Easy," a young male Lab/Chow mix at the Animal Shelter. Both dogs are extremely friendly and playful, making for
great companions for children. They each love people and other dogs
and like all of the shelter animals, their main objective is to "please."
Loving and caring for a pet an an excellent way for childeren learn
about responsibility and it is through their relationship with a pet that •
they first learn about commitment to another living thing. "The shelter
animals all have distinctive personalities and we feel that there is one that is perfect for you and your family," said Marilyn Arcoli, shelter
director. The shelter is open from 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday and noon to 2 p.m. Saturday. It is closed to the public
on Sundays and Wednesdays. Animal Shelter is a United Way agency.

Members of the Burch Family
will hold a large reunion at HoliInn, Bardstown,_Ju1y_2(1,23_
They are celebrating the 350th
anniversary of Oliver Burch, their
common ancestor who settled in
Charles County, Md., in the
1600s.
Two of Oliver's greatgrandsons, Walter and Henry
Burch, moved to Nelson County,
Ky., after the American Revolution. They were part of the •
"Catholic League," Maryland
Catholics who banded together to
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. — "we sought to provide a name
settle on the American f tier.
Burch descendants 4:an now be - Campbellsville College ceased to that would he one which, reflect
found throughout TheUnited e*ist April -15 aS the- ReY- Joba---C-amptionvtillete---eomprehensive
chair of the institu-_ -approach_to_schriatian_higher editStaWa, but-especially throughout Cl°wning'
of trustees; cation, that would improve the
board
tion's
c
on
:Kentucky. For information
nettle for the school's institutional image
new
announced
a
tact Jirn Burch, 17139 Riot)elle,
Detroit
Detroit, MI 48203, pholte
a positive affect
Campbejllsv tIle liklebrlaving
on
advancement
the
school's
1-810-642-8531.
University.'
program."
• The announcement tame durDr. Kenneth W. Winters, presiing an "11 a.m. press nferecne dent of Campbellsville University
held in - the - newho u serving in his eighth yeaf
Lawrence and Sha on Hall as head of the university, said he
Center.
came to Campbellsville College
Barry D. Harrell and Dan_ W.
"As chairman of the Board of "sensing the Holy Spirit's guiVin Wites,_afea representative; of Trustees, I know I can speak on dance in my life to build a
the National Motor Club- who behalf of the board, President Christian instittition worthy of
reside at Murray, were honored Ken Winters and-the administra= the vision our founders had in
guests at the compaity'S annual- don, the faculty, stafc, student- 1906 when Campbellsville was'.
banquet. at Dallas, Texas.
body and alumni,.who helive that established... These,past few years
The -awards banquet was part , this announcement wil 14 this : have been challenging, exhilaratof a three-day national conven- institution to heights-neMerfore., jug; frustrating, eiciting, moving
tion held during the last week in imagined," said ChoWng. -a -and even mind boggling"
March.
Baptist minister from
Campbellsville has experienced
:CimObeUsvilte.
106 percent enrollment increase
-"The board assisgned a. com- in the past eight years, and Winmittee approximately a yefr ago ters said "One reason we have
to discuss- and review the feasi- experienced such growth during
bility and desirability of a move- these past several years has been
ment to university, status for that we have not strayed foru
Campbellsville College," said finnsan
on.
rs' vision for this
titut
Horse Cave banker and trustee
Roger Davis who chaired the
Among the many persons servinstitutional name change ing on the Campbellsville Unicommittee.
versity Board of Trustees are
"In our recommendation to the Mildred Robertson Newton and
board of trustees," said Davis, Dan Shipley, both of Murray.

Campbellsville College
is.now university statue

Representatives
-attend banquet

,rnior
Brandy Fennell Baker

Camp donations needed

Each year the Salvation Army
sponsors an opportunity for
underprivileged children to-attend
a week at The Salvation
my
Camp Paradise Valley, locattd at
Dale Hollow Lake on the
Kentucky/Tennessee border.
Brandy Fennell Baker of DexThe camp provides children
ter was crowned Little Miss Tater normal "camp experiences," but
Day on April 4 at Benton.
in addition offers Bible Study
She is the daughter of Lee and each morning, spiritually oriented
Patricia Baker. She has one and isnpirational programs or
brother, Christopher, who attends 'activities each evening, and much
Calloway Preschool. Lee is love and care.
employed at Dwain Taylor of
The local Salvation Army SerMurray.
vice Unit is seeking donations
Brandy's grandparents are Paul
and Linda Fennell of Dexter and from individuals, businesses and
Douglas -Baker of San Angelo, churches who would like to help
Texas. Her great-grandparents are
Mrs. Otie McDougal of Murray,
Mrs. Mary Rose Baker of San
Angelo, Texas, and the late Lawson and Lucy Fennell.

Baker receives
Benton honor

sponsor eight children from Murray and Calloway County for the
camp this year.
A donation of $60 per child
will cover the cmap fee, canteen
money for snack time, round trip
transportation to -the camP, and
any meals or snacks on the trip
itself.

767/780 Potcwel

305 N. 12TH STREET
UNIVERSITY SQUARE • MURRAY
15158 HIGHLAND • MCKENZIE, TN
901-352-9140

The
the
Rob
Cot!

If you would like to help, send
your check in any amount designated as a Camp Scholarship to
the Service Unit Treasurer Crystal Ford at 1304-U Chestnut St.,
Murray, KY 42071. For more
information call the Rev. Kerry
Lambert at 753-6565.

TODAY

Knotirs Ilar-11341
Has A Deal For You
(I) Tuesday & Wednesday lunch $1.00 off buffet.
(2) Tuesday SENIOR CITIZEN DAY 20% off.
(3) Wednesday kids eat FREE.
(4) Sunday show us your church bulletin and get 10% off.

Genny Thompson of Murray
lost 383/4 lbs. over 36 inches in
12 wks... and still losing!
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$100 OFF

641 North Murray

BUFFET
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The following Murray High School Band members recently participated in
All-State Band: (top) John Young (third row, 1-r) Jennifer Lewis, Summer
Roberson,(second row,l-r) Ryan Cunningham,Josh Elliot, (front, 1-r) Andrea
Jackson, and Matt Brown.

The following Murray High School Band members recently received a rating
of Proficient (II) on their solos: (top to bottom, 1-r) Jason Shelby, Andrea
Jackson, Lindsay McNutt, Ellis Schell,and Summer Roberson. John Stroube
Is band director at MHS.

The following Murray High School Band members recently participated in an
ensemble that earned a rating of Proficient (II): (back row) Karen Fischer,
Neely Green, Jason Shelby, Lindsay McNutt, Josh Elliot,(middle row) Emily
Noble, Andrea Jackson, Amanda Conley, Tabitha Painter, Hayley Farley,
(front row)Elizabeth Broughton, Angela Hutchens, Erika Johnson,and Lynda
Harrington.
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The following Murray High School Band members recently participated in the
Quad-State band festival:(back row,l-r) Karen Fischer, Lindsay McNutt,John
Young, Josh Elliot, Candace Gurley, (third row, 1-r) Jeff Page, Angela
Hutchens, Amanda Conley, Emily Noble, Tabitha Painter, (second row, 1-r)
Andrea Jackson, Ryan Cunningham, Summer Roberson, Erika Johnson,
(front row, 1-r) Jennifer Lewis, Jenni Hopkins, Elizabeth Broughton, Matt
Brown, and Ellis Schell.
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The following Murray High School Band members recently participated in the
All-District band festival:(back row,l-r) Karen Fischer, Undsay McNutt, Chris
Yoo, John Young, Josh Elliot, Jason Shelby (middle row, I-r) Ryan
Cunningham, Amanda Conley, Angela Hutchens, Summer Roberson, Matt
Brown, Erin Ford (front row, 1-r) Jennifer Lewis, Jenni Hopkins, Elizabeth
Broughton, Erika Johnson, Aiyson McNutt, and Candace Gurley.

The following Murray High School Band members recently received a rating
of Distinguished (I) on their solos (back row) Karen Fischer, Jeff Page,
Joanna Kind, Candace Gurley, John Young, Josh Elliot, (second row) Matt
Brown, Angela Hutchens, Amanda Conley, Emily Noble, Carrie Griffiths, Cory
Martin,(front row) Chris Compton, Elizabeth Broughton, Ryan Cunningham,
Erika Johnson, Cheri Riedel, and Tabitha Painter.

Murray Middle School Band trumpeters Miltch Woods, Alan Clements,and Jill
Farley are hard at work In rehearsal. John Stroube Is the band
director.

Free classes set for first time home buyers
"Yes You Can...0vm A Home"
will be the theme of two FREE classes being offered to first time
home buyers on May 9 and May
16, from 6-9 p.m. at the University Office of Peoples First of Calloway County, 515 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
Sponsored by __Peoplps First. of
Calloway County, Peoples Bank
of Murray, and Dees Bank of
Hazel, in cooperation with the
Murray-Calloway County Board
of Realtors and the Kentucky
Housing Corporation, these informational classes are open to anyone wishing to learn more about

6-fis ip. --ovm
For further information or to
register, contact Sally Hopkins at
Peoples First, (762-5213X- Liz

theirowng
_ _
_ own home.._ _ .
Designed to assist young couples or anyone who has never
experienced the home-buying
process, the 2-night seminar
promises to be both helpful and
enjoyable, and is offered at no
cost to participates.
Aaoathiiuresngand
informative topics to be covered
in the seminar are: budgeting and
'credit, the home-buying process,
loan pre-qualification, appraisals,
the role of a realtor, insurance,
types of financing available and
the advantages of hom e

Anderson at Peoples Wank
(767-291--); or Dwayne Fulkersonr— -at Dees Bank of Ha/el
(492-8136).

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.
Ashley Ross

The RealDish on Satellite TV
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The following Murray High School Band members served as band officers for
the 1995-96 school year:(top to bottom) Chas Villanova, President; Summer
Roberson, Treasurer; Jason Shelby, Ubrarian; Sarah McNeary, Secretary;
Cory Martin, Vice-President /

ip

.o

Hey,
it's only
18" wide.

The following Murray High School Band members recently participated in an
ensemble that earned a rating of Distinguished (I):(top row) Eric Parks, Jeff
Page, Joanna Kind, Candace Gurley, John Young, Chris Yoo, Matt Shelby,
(third row) Julie Krouse, Elizabeth Broughton, Brian McNeely, Angela
Hutchens, Amanda Conley, Emily Noble, Carrie Griffiths, Cory Martin,
(second row) Ashley Downey, Matt Brown, Micah Williams, Chris Compton,
Ryan Cunningham, Sarah McNeary, Cheri Riedel, Summer Roberson, Lynda
Harrington, (front row) Jason Shelby, Michael Weatherford, Aiyson McNutt,
Ellis Schell and Amy Burgess. John Strouble is band director of the
Murray school stystem.
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WITH DIRECTV YOU GET:
• Up to 175 channels with digital quality picture & sound.
• More cable channels than any other mini-dish system.
• Over 55 different pay-per-view Movies every night.
• Up to 13 NFL games every Sunday during the regular season.
• More NBA, NHL, Major League Baseball and NCAA games than
you'll find on any other mini-dish system.
• 31 exclusive commercial-free music channels.
• An interactive on-screen program guide.
• A variety of financing options are available for qualified applicants.

NEAREST YOU.
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES — ASK FOR DIRECTV. CALL1-800-939-4642 FOR THE DEALER
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NBA PLAYOFFS

Penny, Magic
sweep Pistons
in three games

Murray High's Allen
Stewart Stadium.

S- TEVE PARICER/Ledger & Times photo
,cantor hands to teammate Salim Swim far We fInal We of Os ban'4XIIIHNNor_wkwat Tuesday's meet at
lot Murray at the huh, but Sandoz moisredAIIMAIII-Itrolsli,lo-elve-Sta-Tlesfa the victory.

Tiger-traelot7slead 5-team field
Laker runners second,
third at Trigg County

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray swept a five-Learn
track meet at Roy Stewart Stadium Tuesday with both_ the
boys and girls winning over
Fulton County, Mayfield, Reidland and Henry County, Tenn.
In the boys competition,
Murray finished with 126
points, followed by Mayfield,
99; Henry County, 73; Reidland, 24; and Fulton County, 9.
First place finishers for Murray were: Scott Brown, shot
put; Jon Bell, discus; Tim Hinton,- pole vault; Markenny Ham- • See .Page 11

BASEBALL
• I Calloway at Marshall Co
Drattenville — 4 30
• Murray at St Mary
Paducah — 4 30
TENNIS
• Calloway at Marshall Co
/Drafienville — 4
Murray vs Graves
MHSMSU — 4

a

THURSDAY
BASEBALL
•Calloway vs St Mary
--CCHS Field — 4 30
II Murray at CFS
Benton — 4 30

"Penny was the difference in
the second half, especially with
the big third quarter when Shaq
was out,!.-Magic-coach Brian
Hill said. 7Tonight showed why
the first 25 games of the season
were such a blessing to us,
II See Page 11

By ROB GLOSTER
AP Sports Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High sophomore Jeremy Hunt returns a shot in his 8-0 win
over Calloway County's Andrew O'Rourke during Tuesday's match.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— With the game, the playoff
series and their reputations on the
line, the Seattle SuperSonics
played nearly flawless basketball
and silenced the critics who
expected them to choke.
Hersey Hawkins' 3-pointer
capped a late 9-0 run as Seattle
regained control of its first-round
playoff series by rallying for a
96-89 win Tuesday night over the
Sacramento Kings.
The superSonics lead- 1
-.:1 in
the best-of-5 series, with Gaate•4

Thursday at *ramento and
Game 5 — if neceksary — at
Seattle on Saturday.
"We wanted to let everyone
know what type of team we are,
what kin4 of guts we have,"
Hawkins id. "We just had to
keep
composure."
Trailing 86-83 with 3:31 left;
the Sonics scored nine itraight
points over the next Th minutes.
The spurt began with two free
throws by Hawkins and ended
with his 3-pointer from, the

cgrherII See Page 11

LOCAL BASEBALL

SCHEDULE
T()[)AY

SHAOUILLE O'NEAL

mettle —
to beat Kings 96-89

SPRING SPORTS
month, HO-meter high hurdles;
Salim Sanchez, 100- and
400-meter dashes; and Jace
Rabe, 3,200-meter run. Murray
was also first in the 400- and
3,200-meter relays.
_Second place finishers were:
Rabe, 1,609-meter run; Ham-.
monds, 400-meter dash; Greg_
Miller, 300-meter hurdles;
Heath Kraemer, 800-Meter run;
and Allen Thompson.'
200-meter dash. Brown was
third in the discus, as was Hinton in the 110-meier high hurdles and 300-meter hurdles and
Joey,Woods in teh 1,600-meter

By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
AUBURN HILLS. Mich. (AP)
— Penny Hardaway wanted the
bat With Shaquille O'Neal in
foul trouble, the Orlando Magic
were happy to let him have it.
Hardaway scored 15 of his 24
points in the third quarter Tuesday night, leading the Magic to a
101-98 victory over Detroit and a
three-game sweep of their
opening-round playoff series.
"I knew with Shaq out, this
team was going to look to me,
and I had to step up or we were
going to go home with an L,"
Hardaway said. "I knew I had to
put it all on the line."
In each game, the Magic took
advantage of a surge in the third
quarter. Game 1 was tied at the
_half, and the Magic led by three
twill-dm of Game 2.
Orlando outscored Detroit
30-22 in the third quarter of
Came 3 and outscored the Pistons
by a combined 87-58 in the third
quarters of the series.

'Breds top ASU 11-6 in finale
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Looking to build momentum
heading into this weekend's Ohio
Valley Conference tournament,
Murray State defeated Arkansas
State 11-6 Tuesday at Reagan
Field.
Trailing 3-2 heading into the
bottom of the third inning, the
Thoroughbreds scored five runs
in the inning to take control with
a 7-3 lead.
Relief pitcher Doug Davis limited Arkansas State to just one
run over the next four innings as
the 'Breds ended a five-game los-

ing streak.
Murray High product Robert
Murray State (19-29) will face
Weatherly replaced Kelley at first
Middle Tennessee in Murfrees- base and was 1-for-3 at the plate.
boro on Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
Winning pitcher Michael Lewfirst round of the OVC tourna- is went three innings and allowed
ment. Today's scheduled home seven hits and three earned runs.
game against Cumberland has Davis pitched four and 1-3 and
been cancelled.
allowed only three hits.
Catcher Jeremy Quire and first
Arkansas State (29-22) and the
baseman Donny Kelley each had 'Breds each had 12 hits and left
two hits, two RBIs and two runs
scored to lead the offensive • See Page 11
attack for the 'Breds. Freshman
shortstop Brad Burns enjoyed a 'Breds shortstop Ian Suchomel
throws to first on an attempted
2-for-4 day and freshman left
double play in Tuesday's game.
fielder Chad Hamm scored three
runs without getting a hit.

Ready or not, Kobe Bryanrstepping up in competition
There are times when being
wrong is far from the worst thing
in the world, and it would be nice
if Kobe Bryant turns out to be
one of those. Still, what's the
hurry?
Bryant, for those who missed
his news conference Monday, is
the latest schoolboy sensation to
declare himself ready for the
NBA. Fortunately, we have more
than just his word on it. And
some of the supporting evidence
is compelling.
Bryant wore out the competition everywhere he played in the
last year — at all-star games, at
the big-time summer camps,

around suburban Philly, and in
the Pennsylvania state tournament, where he led Lower Merion
High to the AAAA championship. A 6-foot-6 swingman, he
averaged 29 points and 12
rebounds a game and his hat size
didn't change, despite being
named everybody's everything.
His coaches said each success
only made him work harder.
Even more impressive: Bryant
comes from a background we
usually see only on those kids
after-school TV specials. He has
the bloodline; his father, Joe
"Jellybean" Bryant, played . in
the NBA a couple seasons, then

JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

took his game and his family to
Italy. Joe and Pam Bryant, his
wife of 22 years, already guided
two daughters into adulthood and
have no pressing concerns beyond their kids.
The love and attention already
lavished on Kobe is evident in his

-•••••••=mine.11•••

poise and the way he excels away
from the court. He is a B-plus
student with an SAT score that
would get him comfortably into
Duke, Michigan, North Carolina,
or nearby LaSalle, where his
father happens to be an assistant
coach.
But ...
The evidence against is even
more compelling. A quick survey
of several newspaper accounts
didn't turn up one professional
bird-dog among the nine trey':
viewed who backed Bryant's
decision. Remember: Draftniks
don't count. They sell newsletters, not basketball, which is why

the real pros' opinions carry
weight.
NBA general managers and
scouts, at least those who want to
work, have to be right. Their
livelihood would compel them to
take pre-schoolers seriously, let
alone high schoolers, if a kid was
that good. And even though all
predicted Bryant would go in the
first 15 picks, not one endorsed
him.
NBA scouting director Marty
Blake got off the best line of the
lot when he told the Los Angeles
Times, "Sure he'd like to come
out. I'd like to be a movie star."
If it seems we just went

through this, it's because we did.
Minnesota used the fifth pick last
year to select Kevin Garnett from
Chicago's Farragut Academy.
Garnett struggled early with limited playing time, but became a
starter just past midseason and
nearly a star by the end.
But citing the similarities misses very important differences.
Garnett is five inches taller and
two years older. At small forward, he has a height advantage
against most opponents in a position that isn't that physical to
begin with.
IN See Page 11
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

FROM. PAGE 10
-•

-

run.
4113
For the girls. Murray finished
with 94 points, followed by
Henry County, 78; Mayfield,
61; Reidland, 34; and Fulton
County, 28.
First place finishers for the
Lady Tigers were: Layne Dennison, 100- and 300-meter hurdles; Chalyiss Mann, 100- and
200-meter dashes; Shannon
Beddome, 400- and 800-meter
runs; and Murray was first in
the 400-, 800-, 1,600- and
3,200-meter relays. Becky
Greene took second in the high
jump.
Murray's next competition is
May 9 in the Fill the Lanes
meet at Roy Stewart Stadium.

ty Invitational.

onds). Jessica Norsworthy was
first in the shot put at 33 feet,
9-1/2 inches.
For the boys, Russell Lencki
was first in the long jump (20
feet). triple jump (40-6) and
110-meter hurdles (15.80 seconds). Jared Lencki was first in
the discus at 114-6.
Taking second for the Lady
Lakers were: Shawna Rushing
(100-meter hurdles), Krista
Doran (300-meter hurdles),
Missy Stubblefield (long jump)
and Christy McCuiston
(200-meter dash). Jared Lencki
was second in the shot put for
the boys.

defeated Kim Alexander 8-6,
Kylie Johnson (callow,y) beat
ElizabedCTrawick 8-1 and Kim
Howard (Murray). downed
Whitney Price' 8-1.
In doubles, Yoo-Johnson beat
Alexander-Haverstock 8-4,
Taylor-Blackford defeated Kim
Howard-Morgan Blankenship
8-0. and Rebecca _Miller-Mary
Kay Howard edged Travis-Price
9-8 (8-6).
Calloway plays at Marshall
County today while Murray
hosts Graves County. Both
schools' matches begin at 4.

TENNIS
Murray swept Calloway in
high school tennis action Tuesday with the boys claiming a
6-3 win and the girls edging
Calloway 5-4.
In boys singles play, Murray's Jeremy Hunt downed
Andrew O'Rourke 8-0, Calloway's Bryan Meurer topped
Rahul Tandon 7-6, Murray's
Mark Stocktown downed Matt
Roberts 8-3, Murray's Bryan
Dennison defeated Ty Fiebig
8-1, Murray's Rohit Tandon
won over Ben Binford 8-3 and
Murray's Ryan Pickens topped
Brad Wilson 8-4.
Calloway won two of the
three doubles matches as
Meurer-Fiebig downed
Dennison-Stockton 8-6 and
O'Rourke-Roberts beat Pickens
and Rohit Tandon 8-2 before
Murray's Adam Wells and Hunt
downed Binford-Wilson 8-4.
In girls singles action, Murray's Caroline Trawick topped
Juli Yoo 8-2, Leigh Haverstock
(Murray) beat Ann Taylor 8-5,
Mary Kay Howard (Murray)
won over Elizabeth Blackford
8-2, Kelley Travis (Calloway)

Third place finishers were:
Chrissy Stubblefield (400-meter
dash), Angelita Turner
(100-meter dash), Emily Thomas (800-meter run), Sam
Arnett (shot put), Jared Lencki
CALLOWAY TRACK
(triple jump) and Ben Arnett
CADIZ — Calloway Coun(high jump). Luke Puckett
ty's girls were second in a five(1,600-meter run), Emily Pyle
team meet at Trigg County
(high jump) and Jamie Sanders
Tuesday while the Laker boys
*.(400-meter dash) claimed fourth
claimed third.
• place finishes while Megan
For the girls, Brooke Lencki
Pennison was fifth in the
took first place in three events:
I,600-meter run, as was Stephalong jump (15-1), 100-meter
nie Hester in the discus.
hurdles (17.1 seconds) and
Calloway is back in action
300-meter hurdles (54.40 secSaturday. at the Caldwell Coun-

SOFTBALL
Marshall 22, Murray 4
DRAFFENVILLE — Marshall County scored 11 runs in
the first inning in cruising to a
district win over Murray in
three innings Tuesday.
The Lady Marshals tacked on
six more runs in the second and
five more in the third. Murray's
four runs all came in the third
frame.
•
Murray had just one hit on
the day and committed eight
errors. Lindsey Horner was the
losing pitcher.
The Lady Tigers host Fulton
City Thursday at 4:30.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See' me for all yOur family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Sidle 11, Texas 0
New trod 13. Baltimore 10
Calloriva 7 Oaitland 3
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753-9586

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
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1987 Ford Escort

$1,200

Speed

1986 Dodge Lancer
-Automeec
1988 Chev. Corsica

$1,850

1985 Ford Escort
Autoniatic

$11000

1987 Nissan Truck

$4,500
1986 Chev. Celebrity $1,700
$699
;3300 1974 Ford Truck

.$4,500
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•Sonics... •Penny, Magic...
"-I- FROM PAGE 10

FROM PAGE 10

It included layups by Dedef
Schrempf and Shawn Kemp, as
well as a steal by Kemp. Brian
Grant missed two free throws for
Sacramento during the streak.
"They started to hit the shots
when they needed them," said
Kings guard Tyus Edney. "I
don't think it was so much that
we were running out of gas down
the stretch, they were just hitting
the shots that they were missing
earlier in the game."

to

;ft, ,
;ht
es.
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led
.he •

Rockets 104, Lakers 98
At Houston, Hakeem Olajuwon
scored six points during a late
13-0 run by the Rockets, who
held the Lakers scoreless for 6
minutes and 20 seconds during
the decisive spurt. Sedate Threatt
scored 10 straight points for the
Lakers, helping them take an
89-86 lead with 8:22 left. But
then the Lakers went cold and the
Rockets got hot.

because we learned how to do
what we did in the third quarter."
O'Neal, who missed the first
25 games with an injured thumb,
went to the bench with his fourth
personal foul and the Magic leading 57-55 with 9:18 left in the
third quarter Tuesday night. But
the Magic, led by Hardaway's six
points, went on a 16-6 run in the
next six minutes and led by 11 at
the end of the period.

The Pistons' frustration peaked
when coach Doug Collins, who
guided the team to 46 wins in the
regular season, was ejected after
drawing his second technical foul
with 2.4 seconds remaining in the,
third quarter. •
The Magic will meet the winner of the Atlanta-Indiana series
in the second round.
It was the first playoff swi*p
in Orlando's seven-year history.
The Pistons have been swept
three times.

King Cab, 4244, Red

Show Your Love for Mom:
Paint Her House!
• Of this product tails to perform as eiaimeo

wner applied
•
• according-to label directions we will florist,aoddional ,
paint or refund the purchase,onee. Guaranteed!

Colorfast

Stain Resistant

Personal Pride
Latex Flat
House Paint

13.
15,99

15 year warranty
'
99
Gallon 532-6095 tnn; 635C•

•

Latex Semi-Gloss
House &
Trim Paint

TIR ES
•
•
TIR ES
TIR ES

15 year warranty
Gallon 521-6144 Mirk; 6270

*New and Used *Lowest.!does!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

Mastercraft Ultimate
Latex Satin
House Paint

Owners: &weld Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

•

17,99

20 year warranty
Gallon t.31.6007

One Coat 4" Brush
Ou• nest nua,•t•, b•usn

HAM

6 99

THE U.S.A.

p, • 251,

1=11211711111=MILICIEM

Awig,

5.50

•

Personal Pride House
sao Latex Floor &
Primer White Gallon
4A ao Porch Enamel
'yea., Use on interior or
. Latex 535-6415

WI° Gloss Oil Floor &
Porch Enamel,
199
4I
White and popular

exterior wo4d or concrete Gallon
,99 555-6014 thru 6154
saio

Oil, 534 631 7

18 month Jump-up CD

Expanding
Foam
Sealant

If rates jump up,so can yours!

REPUBLIC
BANKL

Trust
m pany

Member FDIC

15.99

colors Gallon
556-6674 thru 6807

15

3.99

Bonds to most
surfaces 12 oz
580-0885

One Coat Trim
Applicator
Deluxe 6"584 6041

vile Coast to Coast
Water Proof
Clear
Sealrnip

4.29

Gallon
Jumbo 9" 584-6159

553 6800

5.9v 5 Gallons 553-7014

7.81
sale

38.99

1201 Main Street• Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

Coastto Coast.

If rates go up, you have a one-4Ime opportunity to Jump Up to a higher Republk 18 month rate for the balance of your term. $2,500 minimum
deposit; available for IRAs. 5.50% annual percentage yield (APY) 5.30 interest rate, offered as of 4-1-96. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal.

America's TOTAL HARDWARE4 Store

The Republicgroup*banks — Kentudty owned8proud ofId
Benton • Bowling Green • Elizabethtown • Frankfort • laington • Louisville • Mayfield • Murray • Owensboro • Paducah • Shelbyville

safe

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

4-14
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US 1.2 2711.334
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IS 2-3-311.5111
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.WASHINGTON (AP) — New
evidenceassembled by Whitewater prosecutors calls into question
Hillary Rodham Clinton's sworn
account of a meeting she had
with real estate partner James
McDougal a decade ago.
The first lady has maintained
since the presidential campaign
four years ago that she met with
her Whitewater partner in April
1985 to discuss an overdue bill
from her law firm.
But Gary Bunch, the former
president at a McDougal-owned
bank that owed the money, said
Tuesday night the bill was paid
off in 1984. That was well before
Mrs. Clinton's meeting with her
Whitewater partner. Bunch says
he was interviewed by the FBI
about the matter recently. Bunch
said the bill — which totaled
$5,894 — was negotiated
downward.
Rose Law Firm managing partner Ronald Clark said his firm
turned over a fee credit report to
Whitewater prosecutors some
months ago reflecting a $5,000
payment on the bill in November
1984. Clark was uncertain
whether the two sides agreed to
settle for less than the total
amount.
Whitewater investigators now
question whether tbere was more
to Mrs. Clinton's conversation
with McDougal than the first lady
has described, according to a
lawyer close to the probe.
At the time Mrs. Clinton met
with McDougal, Rose was about
to seek state approval — from an
official appointed by Mrs. Clin,ton'i husband, then-Gov. Clinton_ _
— for a plan to sell stock
McDougal's failing- savings and
loan.
—McDougal himself cast doubt
on whether the old bill came up
in his meeting with Mrs. Clinton,
as she said it did in sworn written
answers to federal regulators a
In an interview last week,
McDougal told a reporter, "For
your story, say that when asked,
`Do you recall the conversation
in Mrs. Clinton's answer?'

'95CHRYSLER NEW YORKtirSI
Of the line luxury at a very
affordable price, full power and only _ .__ •
26,xxx miles

McDougal answered, 'No.— Thebill was paid by McDougal's
Madison Bank & Trust of Kingston, Ark. The other financial
institution McDougal owned was
Madison Guaranty, the savings
and loan at the center of the
Whitewater affair.
The White House and Mrs.
Clinton's lawyers say the first
lady stands by her sworn written
answers to federal regulators.
She is doing her best to recall
long-ago events and "the first
lady's sworn statement has.*M.
lately—set forth her beliefs at the
time," her Whitewater lawyer,
David Kendall, said.
White House spokesman Mark
Fabiani said that in regard to the
April 23, 1985 meeting, Mrs.
Clinton's law partners were concerned about McDougal's tardy
payment history and she successfully arranged a prepayment, plan
for the new work.
Another area of Mrs. Clinton's
version of events that is in question is who brought in Madison
Guaranty as a client. Mrs. Clinton
said attorney Richard .Massey
was largely responsible. But Massey told the Senate Whitewater
Committee several months ago,
.1 don't believe it happened that
way."
Questions about the first lady's
work for McDougal's S&L have
increased since January, when her
law firm billing records, mysteriously missing for two years,
turned up when an aide found
them on a table in the White
House living quarters.
The mysteriously re-emerging
_records contain a reference to the
old McDougal bill — a scrawled
note during the 1992 campaign to
Mrs. Clinton from, one of her
Rose partners, Vincent Foster. It
alerts her to follow up on what
happened to the bill. It is unclear
whether anyone did so.
Reconstructing Mrs. Clinton's
work -Tell' mcDougars Madison
Goarantee Savings and Loan has
been a problem since the 1992
campaign, when reporters first
asked about it.

For a limited time, when you purchase a neiv
Completely-in-the-Canal (C.I.C.) instrument, you will
receive $200 off the list price, a two year warranty, and
a Complimentary Battery Club. Hurry... this offer
expires May 30,1996. Appointments are requested to
reduce waiting to a minimum.

'95 DODGE AVENGER ES
V6, automatic, AM/FM/CD loaded
and only 24,xxx miles Balance of
factory warranty

(502J 753-8055 Outside Murray: 1-800-949-5728
Sinte 1876 • A Name You Can Trust

STONE-LANG CO
I

HEARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th • Murray

'94 NISSAN 300 ZX CPE
Local doctor trade-in with 1 7,xxx
t-tops, alloy wheels, alarm,
etc., sharp as they come

AM TATE, loft, and Dan Farris, right, are shown leading an enthusiastic
bidding on a basketball signed by all the players on the 199546 Murray
State RiCOM Team. The basketball was donated by Tom Auer and
raised $150 for the Rotary Club Scholarship Fund.

By JENNIFER BROWN.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
About 75,000 people carrying
Bibles and umbrellas proclaimed
their faith and called for a revival
of Christian values concluding a
two-day rally at the Capitol.
"We came to Washington
because we believe God has spoken to us as a people, and we
believe revival is coming to
America," said television
evangelist Benny Hinn, who
closed the rally with a two-hour
"miracle service" Tuesday.
"No matter what happens in
America or in the world, our God
is oa -the throne and-everything's
going to be alright," Hinn said.
U.S..- Park Police estimated
75,000 people attended the rally.
Organizers had predicted 250,000
people would attend.
"Let it rain. But see that we're
still here," said rally coordinator
Anne- Gimenez, a preacher from
ViijiiiiaReach,N171'We're still
worshiping and loving God, even
in the rain."
The rally was set up by One
Nation Under God Inc., a nonprofit, nondenominational evangelical Christian organization based
in Virginia Beach.
Events focused on seven subjects: abortion, AIDS, homosexuality, racism, persecution of the
church, substance abuse and the
occult. While speakers at Monday's youth rally condemned;
them as sins, speakers Tuesday
talked about the church's compassion and forgiveness.
"If we're going to be in the
body of Christ, we've got to learn
to love all," said the Rev.
Richard Heard, of Houston. He
said he has been disappointed
with church's judgmental attitude
toward people with AIDS.
"The church has failed to
demonstrate the compassion of
Christ," Heard said.
Ray Highfield, who ministers

in Houston to people -*ith- HIV;,
the virus that causes Avs,-nie
the rally would- h6*Ip people
repent for their close.dmindedness toward people with,
AIDS.
— There has been a lot :01
repenting of how the church has
responded to a lot of different
groups," Highfield said.
Norma McCorvey, the "Jane
Roe" plaintiff in the Supreme
Court's 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision that legalized abortion, told
the crowd that God will forgive
women who have had abortions.
McCorvey of Dallas has
become an outspoken abortion
opponent. She later went to the- Supreme Court, knelt in the rain
on its marble stgps and prayed for
the court to overturn its 1973
decision.
She also planned to give
justices a new video of her life
and conversion.
_
"We don't know if (the.tape)
is going 10 cUtigt—Iheir
But we're hoping that mothers in
crisis pregnancy situatiOns or any
sort of pregnancy situation will
choose life for their children and'
lift up the name of Jesus," she
said. "Maybe we can reverse
Roe."

Want to motivate
your cugOmer8?
Do it with newspaper.
When you compare
newspaper and television, twice as many
purchases are Made as a
result of newspaper
advertising.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1995.
.The Preston Group,Lexington, Ky.

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
'94 DODGE RAM 1500 SLT

TERM

Very nice local trade with all the
options and balance of Chrysler warranty.

\\\ t ‘i.
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DEPOSIT

182 Days

4.50%

$500

9 Months

5.22%

$500

12 Months

4.84%
0

$500

It F 1/ n 1 N
SLIER,

'94 JEEP WRANGLER
Ready for summertime fun Red,
34,xxx miles and balance of Chrysler
7/70 warranty

For Additional
Savings
Check Our
Classified Ad.
oworAWWWWWWWW44

'92 TOYOTA SUPRA

SAVE ON
N, Every Style
Every Size
Every Firmness
Every Back Supporter'

Turbo, targa top, white on white,
leather, cass and C 0 Only 52,xxx
miles and sharp

24 Months 5.75% $500
60 Months 5.68% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are
effective
April 30, 1996.

VlSA-MC-DISCOVER-LAYAWAY
CHRYSLER-PL MOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

PUIIDOIVI
Furniture and Mattress

Kroter Money Market Center 767-2235
Mau, Office: 5th & Main • North Branch 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9 .
Sun.
11-7:00

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
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3 Lbs. or More
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Fresh
73%
Lean

Value Pack
3 Lbs. or More

4,

Golden
Ripe

BANANAS

Butter Basted
With Pop-Up Timer
10-14 Lb. Avg.

Oscar Mayer Sliced

Bologna

PEPSI, DIE? PEPSI,
MT. DEW, DIET NT. DEW
12 an. 12 Pack Cans

Kellogg's
Crinkle Cat I lag. Cut French
32 oz. Bag

rTiBS

CORN FLAKES
24 On. Box

Post 14.5 on.

Honeycomb
Cereal
Ittistawarti St

VEGETABLE SALE

WE or Cream Yellow Corn,
Cut Green Beans, Green Peas,
French Cat Breen Beans
14.5 an. Can

BUTTERMILK

CORN CHIPS

1/2 Gal. Caftan

$109
Prices Effective
May 1-May

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES'
Displgy Ash

ADJUSTMENTS

TOAME CALL 753-1916

$6.00 Column inch
AO% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd stun.
(.413 Ads Ammo,*t4 Rey Pod.)
$2.00 per column inch extra for 010
Tuesday (Shopping Guide). 020
025
Reader Ad5
030
30C per word. $6.00 minimum 340
1st day.64 per word per day for 050
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieqs go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for 190
Wind box ads.
370
390
2id
04
..rallaalg-$2.3§21[1
400
make
to
required
b•
A $2.00 tee wie
ay change* to ad offer deocRino. 550

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Founa
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Lvestocit & Supes
Poultne & Suppites
Prod-ice
Feed & Seed

060
070 090
103
110

290
255
303
310
320
330
340
350

210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or Trade
Wont TO Bay
Articles For Sae
Appliances
Home Furnisnings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
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OFFICE HOURSz
Mort-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

CONSTRUCTION help
wanted- Experienoed construction help needed for
projects in Western Kentucky. Carpenters, laborers, metal building erectors,
and concrete finishers.
Most projects are Stale
Prevailing Wage rates,
other projects pay commensurate with expert=
ence. An Equal Opportunity
Employer. Respond to:
P.O.Box 1040P, Murray,
KY.

DRIVERS needed at P.
Gattes Pizza. inquire
within.
DRIVERS- Tractor trader
drivers needed. Experience with flat bed or vans
Variety of pay and benefits.
Call today for immediate
placement 800-227-4459.
No tees. Full time permanent positions

daily
& API
W
seek
Indus
Ude

nsa
Help
Wanted

Wanted

EXPERIENCED carpenter NEEDED pan time janitor
in training & finish work. for Murray area. Call
Must be reliabie 436-2766. 502-247-8237.

a-CONSTRUCTION help
needed for commercial re--trait projects in Kentucky
and surrounding states.
Travel will be required. Per
Diem expenses provided.
These positions require
supervisory and hands-on
skills. An Equal Opportunity
Employer. Respond to:
P.O.Box 1040P, Murray,
KY.
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CARPET & FL OR C
Como...Soo Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, T1LE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Murray
Klilehl Sales & Installation Tom Ta*ror

Jim

Jay Knight
753-7728
Mitch Knight
Kroghts
Hwy 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

is(
ani
CO

abl
Re:

Hazol KY

INSIDE SALES_
Must be able to meet and enjoy
people, be neat, clean & dependable. Some physical work and
basic math knowledge. Work most
Saturdays. Salary plus commission, paid holidays & vacation.
"No Phone Calls"
Apply-la Person
Sat., Mon., Tues. or Wed. May 1st
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*** 4 STAR ARTS
* & CRAFTS FESTIVAL

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
210 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/DN

Open House

FACTORY YARD SALE

American Lamp
Company

LAKE!
. STUDIO .

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Phce have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight of midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend. The starting
pay rate is $6.20 and tops off at $8.84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact:
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Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer -

.
•
. (502)474-2308 .

ORDER FORM
City of Murray 1996-1997 city Auto Stickers
Name
Mailing Address

Auto Information
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Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office,207 South 5th, Murray,KY 42071.Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty
June 1.
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MUP.RAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY: MAY 1,
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220
Business
Opportunity

Named

HOME TYPISTS, PC usent LAW ENFORCEMENT CARPET cleaning and eanineeded. $45,000 income JOBS NO EXP. NECES- tonal business, established
in Calloway and Marshall
potential
Call SARY Now hiring U.S
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B- Customs, 0111011fs, Etc. For Col. All equipment in ex8155.
Info Call 219-794-0010 ext. cellent working order In3037, 8am to 10 pm 7 cluding Deep Steam exHOMEWORKERS urgently
traction machine, janitorial
FIRE SAFETY ADVI- needed Earn weekly psy- days
equipment arid supplies
SORS $2150 per month ched(' from the comfort of
Christian Buyer may resume Yellow
Company will tram Call your home Free detaits MURRAY
certified page ads, $6,000
seeking
Academy
Mon-Thurs, 9am- 1 pm only Rush LSASE to, Amencan
teachers, grades K-7th. 474-8666
615-399-8269
Media Associates, Dept Call 759-1555 or 759-1321
TR
AIN
HAIRDRESSER assistant AA, 381 E Oak Or, Bucha- for application.
ING Training Training!
nan,
Tn
38222
01111 Ucensed.hswdresser
MYSTERY SHOPPERS. Success in real estate
need to apply Call MAKE A DWFERENCE.
Evaluate fast food in Mur- sales requires proper train753-4266 for interview
freemoney
or
enough
Not
ray To apply, call ing and management supMarketing 619-546-0072
port We guarantee it!
HEALTH nut- get linen dom? National
success motiLearn more about how you
may fit Expending health Co seeks
ground- NEEDED: Shirt laundry can make it
to the top at our
& sports nutrition company vated thinkers for
opportunity. High in- person Apply in person at next Century 21
in Western Kentucky area boor
career
at
Ed
Boone's, 605 Main No session- no experience
seelung 5 high energy indi- come potential. Call
rein- phone calls please.
quited, just ambition! Call
viduals with a positive ato 502-527-2832. Serious
phone
No
only.
quiries
tude CaN 502-527-5287
NO JOKE. Tired of answer- now for a reserved seat
interviews.
ing ridiculous & misleading Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ads. Well I'm tired of inter- Realtors 753-1492 Ask for
viewing pea* who don't Catherine
have a clue about responsi
Nifty or dedicabon! I need a
120
few quality people who can
step
up
&
help
me run this
6/4/96 - 3/15/96
Csoputive
office 502-527-9356 ask
for Michael.
ANNOUNCING! POWER75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW
open,
2
posioons
at Now BUILT IN MURRAY
free housing to those beyond local rePioneer Convenience Mart. FOR YOU. HAWKINS REcruiting area, transportation & subsis1 Cashier/ clerk positron, 1 SEARCH 1304-E CHESTtence paid when 1/2 contract met.
Cashier/ backup cook posi- NUT STREET, 753-7001
$5.54/hr. - cutting/housing/setting/
tion No experience necessary Apply in person at FREE 90 DAY 100% MOstripping. Contact local State EmployLynn Grove store Store NEY BACK GUARANTEE
ment Service Office.
ON YOUR NEW LOChours ar 6am-8pm.
ALLY BUILT CUSTOM
NURSES Aide, PRN work COMPUTER. FOR FREE
as needed, all shifts Prefer DETAILS CALL HAWKexperienced mature indivi- INS RESEARCH AT
The Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
dual, but will train Atust be 753-7001
is currently accepting applications for full
able to work any shift
personnel/salespeople/
part-time
and
Pleasant atmosphere, HAVING Macintosh probgood working conditions. lems, Campus MCI, printcooks.Successful applicants will be personApply in person, no phone ers, CD-ROMs, memory,
able, energetic, and willing to have fun. A
calls please. Fern Terrace etc? Call tie Mac Dr. after
flexible schedule, competitive wages, and
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View 4m,M-F or weekends
for inhome service
"delicious" benefits are yours in the chocoDr. EOE
759-9870.
late candy business.
POSITION opening for an IBM-XT Compatible, 640K,
Please pick up applications at the Jent
experienced construction 360K, Floppy, CGA moniCompany, adjacent to Eddyville Outlet
superViS0f. Projects con- tor 20MB Hard disc and
sist of commmercial build- Epeton LX810 printer,$575.
Mall, Eddyville, KY.
ing and light industrial ap- Cd
901-1144-1872.
plications. Most project3„
will be located in Western140
Kentucky. An Equal OpporWant
ALL WELCOME!
tunity Employer. Respond
TO Say
to: P.O.Box 1040P, Murray,
UP TO $9+ PER HOUR
KY.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
AM/PM SHIFTS
collections 753-9433 day
POSTAL JOBS. Start
or night.
National marketing firm's new Murray office needs
$12.08/hr. For exam and
application info. call ANTIQUES: Entire estates
8-12 dear speaking, money motivated people to
219-769-8301 ext KY535, or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
earn full time pay for their part time morning or
Sam-8pm, Sun-Fri.
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evening hours working on our area's most exciting
evenings.
RECEPTIONIST/ property
local merchants/civic promotion ever! Perfect for
manager. 753-1492 or take CASH paid for good, used
students, homtmakers & great 2nd income
resume to Century 21, ask rifles, shotguns, and pisfor Catherine.
tols Benson Sporting
opportunity! Daily cash bonuses also! We train!
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Apply now,jobs will go fast! Apply in person only,
RETAIL jewelry store looking
for
enthusiastic,
goal Murray.
Monday,
thru Thursday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., at 118V2 S.
minded individual for part I WOULD like to buy a lot for
5th St. downtown upstairs °Woe mall.
time sales position. Previ- a mobile home as close to
ous retail sales preferred, town as possible.
but not required Apply in 753-4915.
person to Michelson Jewelers, Chestnut Hills Shop- WANTED Used riding
LOCAL COMPANY SEEKING
mowers that need work.
ping Center.
SUPERVISOR
436-2867.
SPORTSMINDED,
Plumley Companies Is looking for an
energetic individual to train WANTED: Video copy of
Afternoon Shift Supervisor at their FuNon,
for my top earning sales MSU Basketball game
KY facility. Supervisory experience is
team. Excellent $5. Call broadcast on ESPN New
502-527-9356
ask for Years Eve, 1989. Call
necessary. We offer a competitive salary
345-2225.
Michael.
EXPERIENCED sergers
and finishers for clothing
line. Full or pert time. Salary
neootabie to skills Apply et
308 Main St. Sam-5pm,
Mon-Fn

Tobacco Workers Needed
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with exceNent fringe benefits. Please
•
send resume to:
Plumley Companies
902 Kentucky. Aire.
Fulton, KY 42041
No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Plumley Companies, Inc., a progressive,
growing company, is looking for a maintenance engineer. The right candidate should
have basic knowledge of electricity, hydraulics, pneumatics, and general maintenance.
Computer literacy and/or PLC knowledge a
plus. This individual will be responsible for
preventive maintenance and process troubleshooting on the night shift. Wages are very
competitive and benefits are great. Send
resume along with letter of application and
references to:
Plumley Companies, Inc.
902 Kentucky Ave.
Fulton, KY 42041
Attn: Plant Engineer
No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Paschall Truck Lines is seeking Customer
Service Reps experienced in dealing directly with management and corporate decision makers in PTL's continually expanding
market. If you have this type experience,
this position may be for you. Though not
technically a sales position, our CSRs serve
as advisors to and coordinate orders directly
from our established customers. Computer
and telephone skills are a must. Light travel
may be required. Past exposure to the
trucking industry is a definite plus, but not
mandatory. This position often leads to
advancement. PTL offers an outstanding
compensation and benefits package. If you
are a persuasive individual, capable of
influencing the action of independent
groups and if you are seeking a career
opportunity, please send your resume to:

k's
ted

Ity

George Stockton
PTL Human Resources
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

THE National Scouting Mu150
seum is accepting applicaArtiolas
tions for part time summer
For Site
workers in the outdoor
Gateway Challenger
10' CRAFTSMAN table
Course. Weekend and
saw, $125. Craftsman
weekday slots available.
wood lathe, $100. Blue
For more inftxmatioril ap- Lazy-Boy
rocker recliner,
plications call the museum $150.
753-0614.
at 762-3383 or come by the
offices at 16th and Callo- 10- TABLESAW model
3400 Skill, never used
way, Murray.
Paid $200, will sell for $160.
USA Union 76 is looking for 489-2617.
honest and dependable
person to work full time, 2- 5'x8' CARGO Trailer, lyr
3pm-11pm shifts & 3- old, $1250. Cell 753-4873.
7am-3pm shifts. 811 Syca
BEAUTIFUL custom
more. 753-7333.
painted fishing tackle at
WILDLIFE/ Craft Show, MSU Expo. 5/4
CONSERVATION JOBS. & 5/5.
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc. No exp. COLLECTABLES. Limited
necessary. Now Hiring. For edition, 3 Elvis Presley
info call 219-794-0010 ext statues by McCormick
7159 8am to 10pm, 7days. Died. Co. $400 for all 3.
759-1922
070
Doom*
&
A-1 HOUSE dealing. Experienced, dependable.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
April or Julie Lamb.
436-2102 or 436-5950.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
EXPERIENCED Housekeepers. Free estimates.
Home and offices Call
767-0423.
IMMACULATE Cleaning.
Thorough and -reliable.
Home and Office cleaning.
759-2310.
SPOTLESSLY Clean. Will
illuaroughly clean your
house. Excellent references. Reliable. Call
436-5628 evenings
WILL clean houses! Call
492-8745
WILL do house, apt, office
cleaning Call 474-2131
100
Sinews
Oppartually
FRANCHISE for sale West
Ky & Tenn Nationwide
759-4713
LOCAL franchise opportunity, Basking Robbins, in
Call
Murray.
502-247-2096

CRAFTSMAN 14hp Kohler
riding mower, 42- deck,
double rear bagger, 3yrs
Old, good cond, $750 20
Craftsman rear bagger
push mower, TWO
488-2022
FAX machine uses thermo
paper, good condition, $130
Panasonic 2 line phones,
$35/ea. 759-1600 days,
ask for Mike.

270

Aillues

Ilueloal

HOOSIER type kitchen cabinet( pull down tambour
door, granite table top,
$400 QV student desk,
$25 753-8657

Guild bass guitar. $225
759-9932 after 6pm

190
Fans
EIPAPlood

"TRADE PART OF YOUR
LAND OR HOME-for a new
SOUND System- Peavy Doublewtde mobile home
XR600 Head, Z Electra* Sewall Cook or Jun Leigh
Voice speakers, 4 Electro at Volunteer Homes & Re
airy, Hwy 79E Pans Tn or
Voice BK 1 microphones
call 901-6424466
$600 Call 901 644 7587
280

240

6FT Heavy duty BUSH
HOG, $500 753-8965
AGRICULTURAL/Steel
Buildings 800- 12,000sq ft.
Save thousands! Limited
supplies Richey Builders
502-886-0588
B ALLIS Chalmers with
Woods belfyrnower & plow.
Cub with sickle mower &
plow John Deere 40-3
point, new overhaul G Allis
Chalmers Ready to be restored 753-1873 after 6,
please
KIOTI tractor, 52hrs, lyr old
w/front end loader, 303hp, 4
ad, $12,500 firm_ Woods
60' floating mower deck,
1yr old,5695 Woods 5' box
blade, $275 Craftsman 36'
tiller, new,$700 Makita 10'
mitre saw, $200 Elect service pole, $75 Call
753-4873
200
Opens

Etsesuehl
8F1' Regulation pool table
1995 model, like new Must
sell, $700 753-8012
GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotguns, Quality Leather Hol
sters, Ammos & Access
BHB Firearms 436 2980
SKI MACHINE Call after 6
759-9839
WINCHESTER Over/under
20 ga with mec. reloader,
many extras, $800. Browning Bar 270 cal. auto w/
shells, case, must see,
$475 489-2617
210

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

CLASSIFIED

Illscallanuus
ORLANDO, 4 hotel nights
near Disney, use anytime
$300 Value, sell $100
502-327-1989
270
Mobile
Homes For Sole
1978, 12x60 WITH 2 tole
near Lake All appliances
remodeled, large outbuild
irig Extra nice 436-5794
1981 ALADIN, 2br, 1 bath,
central heat, good condition $6500 753-0444
1984 CRESTWOOD
14x70', 3br. 2 baths good
condition $11,000 Call
502 753 9294

4C:10

Tapes

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music.
Dixieland center

753-0113

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
STEEL Building Super
Sale, Save $1,000 on
24'x36', 30'x36', 38'x72',
72'x120'. Can deliver & put
up. 502-443-7927
TANNING beds new &
used. Wolff beds, local
dealer, service, parts, lotions, lamps. Financing
available. 502-753-9274,
1-800-540-9790.
1f f

Num
WHITE wicker porch furniture 2 Rockers, small
tabte, settee, swing. Priced
told,753-1050 after 5pm

2BR, $275/mo Water furnished No pets Coleman
RE, 753-9898
2 OR 38R, gas or electric,
central hia. Edge of city
limas. 753-5200.
285
Nab
Home Lots For Rini
'4 ACRE mobile home
space for rent, north of
Murray 759-9187 after
5pm Pager 742-4435
anytime

320

trb
unt
1,2,3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
753 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5prn.
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
113R, appliances furnished,
electric heat. Rent/deposit,
$275. 412 N 5th St.
759-4696.
1BR apt near campus,
1303 Chestnut $250/mo
includes water. No pets.
759-4696.

Great Location - Two bedroom house,
newly redecorated inside and out, new roof
& gutters, excellent condition, located on
nice street in city. BONUS: 16' x 20' workshop in back yard. Call for appointment.
753-1769.

NOTICE
If you have brought in pictures
to the Classified Dept. for birthdays, Grandparent's Day &
etc. please stop by and pick
them up.
Thank You
Classified Dept.

Classifieds
I Office Open

I

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

FOR sale: Commercial tanning beds. 759-4713
NEW roll of carpet, 33yds,
color Meadow Green. Paid
$10/yd, will sell for 54/yd
753-0444.

12x55 2BR, VA bath mobile home 502474-2335

SAVE! SAVE! SALE! Cus310
tom order or buy your new
Want
home from our hugh rivenTo Rant
tory! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E, 2-3 BEDROOM mobile
Paris, Tn. 1-800-642-4891. home or house in the country No trailer parks, reasonable rent Ph 759-5021.

Clarion
!LB CS

Mobile
Homes For Real

MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo, water furnished
1987 BUCCANEER, Coleman RE 753-9898
14x70. 2br, 2 bath, central
hia Ready to move into
300
753 9866
Business
Rentals
1989 14x52 KENTUCKIAN, washer & dryer, cen- 4 CAR shop for rent.
tral air, 10x12 shed. Lo- 753-4509
cated in Riviera Crt,
DOWNTOWN upstairs of$10,500 obo. 753-7323.
fice space on Court
1995 FLEETWOOD 14x50 Square Rent $95. Indudee
lots of extras. UN take pat utilities. 753-1268._
off. 759-S349.
'
LARGE storage facility,
93 FLEETWOOD 16X80, 94E. Coleman RE,
3BR, 2 bath, erre' h/a, 753-9098.
treated wood deck/ seeps
Cash payment, loan refi- NORTHWOOD Storage
nancing possible Must see presently has units avail753 2905 or
to appreciate Leave in park able
where setup or move to lot 753-7536
w/well & septic in 1 reason- OFFICE or retail 917 Colable payment 753-1913 or dwater Rd Lease, deposit,
759-2001
and referent** required
LARGE selection of used $350/mo Yard maintehomes. Dinkins Mobile nance is required.
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E, 753-6069, leave message
Pans, Tn 1-800-642-4891. if no answer
--REMODELED- or -use -ier- _OFFICE space for lease,.
storage Buy at your price Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621
753-5209

ZALPINE
•Nocidixdroscrn
o
•
ic .03. 52

320

Mobile
Homes For Si.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
`We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

1BR, extra large apt, appliances furnished, electric
heat. Near Campus, 1628
Keller St. Rent/ Deposit,
$300. 759-4696
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

2BR Duplex, like new, yard
work provided, w/d hookup,
gas heat. Private deck,
$425/mo,$425 deposit, 1yr
lease. 436-572*

/5

1996

Apartments
For Rent
MUR C•!4L Apartments now
&cooping applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

1BR Lake house vs/
screened porch, 2 minutes
from Wildcat Beaph AP
pliances furnished Rent
$325 759-4696

MURRAY Manor Apartments now licipepting appli
cations for 1-2br apart
merits Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon Fri
1409 Duigiud Or

2BR appliances furnished.
electric heat attached gar
age Rent/ Deposit, $375
711 Payne St 759-4696

re
.

28R, &poi. wid hookup
915A Coklwater Rd Lease
NEW 3br Duplex, Cam- references & deposit re
bridge Has built-in micro- quired $450/mo Yard
wave, fndge w/tce maker, maintenance is
required
dishwasher, stove, washer, No pets' 753-6069 if no
dryer, gas heat & central answer, leave message
air City utilities & cable
Available May 15 No pets 2BR house with stove re
Year lease plus deposit frigerator, *rid hookup
Call 753-7435 day. Yard maintenance re
gutted Large lot, lovely
753-3966 night
lake location,$350/mo Re
NEW 4br Duplex, VA bath, ference & deposit required
appliances, garage, w/d. Available May 1 436 2305
available May 1, $700/mo or 436 2755
(12mo lease) New 31x duplex, 2 bat, appliances, 2BR house 501 N 5t1i
garage, wid hookup, avail $300/mo security clop &
able May 1, $670/mo ref 901 247 5597
(12mo lease) 4BR house,
redecorated, 2 bath, new 2BR near Dumplins,
appliances, wid hookup, in $275/mo, plus deposit
county, $565 Now avail 4BR near downtown
able Deposit reqiiirecl No $400/mo plus deposit
pets
753-4037 or 753-1513 after 4prn
436-2741 nights
2BR *A hookup refer
NOW taking applications ence & deposit required
for Section 8 low rent hous- No pets 504 S 6th St
ing. Apply in person at 753 8463
Southside Manor, 906 3BR, 1 bath $335.,mo plus
Broad St Extended. be- deposit, washer & dryer no
hveen 8am- 12noon No pets 505 Pine 762 4483
phone calls please. Equal 8 30 4pm
Housing Opportunity
EXTRA Nice Townhouse,
2br, 14 bath, Cambridge
Has built-in microwave,
fridge wfice maker, dishwasher, stove, washer &
dryer City utilities & cable
Available May 1st, year
lease, plus deposit Call
753-7435 day, 753-3966
night. No pets.

Miss
Your
Paper?
Call
753-1916

Three bedroom, 2 bath home on one acre lot.
Approximately three miles South of Murray. Nice garden spot;lots of potential.In your Price range at
- $55,000.00!- - -------—
Approximately 25 acres joining T.V.A. just reduced $5,000.00!!! Great hunting, fishing or just
getting away! All timber. $40,000.00.
Potential for busigess with living area. Visibility
unlimited. See plat in listing office. Approximately120 feet froetage en 12th Street,
Commercial lot that is ideallocation for small
business or mini-storage buildings!! LAicated just
off 12th Street on Story. Reasonably priced. See
listing office for plat and measurements.
Call 753-1651, ROBERTS REALTY,for ,our
appointment today! 12th & Sycamore

•

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916

For Details

Prestige Homes ttl
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
Additions, Remodeling & Vinyl Siding.
We make a difference by being differenti
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGEll

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
from Murray on Hwy 121
South. No pets. $285/mo
$285 deposit. 489-2296.
2 ROOM aft apt. Appl.
furnished. No pets Deposit
required._ near University.
$200/mo. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
3 ROOM efficiency Apt appliances furnished, electric
heat, loft bed Rent/ Deposit, $260. 412 N 5th St.
759-4696.
4BR, appliances furnished,
electric heat 1303 Chestnut St, next to MSU Campus 759-4696
APT m quiet residential
area $300/mo, appliances,
2br, 1yr lease 753-8096
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now Irking applications.
You Must be 62, handicapped, Of disabled Rent
based on income. Handicapped accessible. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TDDS 1-800-247-2510.
527-8574 or 492-8721.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision
Large building lots- selling fast! 16th & Utterback
- construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting • less than a mile front
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants.'skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience 7 far
enough-way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced-'
a few left at $12,500!

Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, 8 3br
apts. Handicap accessible.
Apply at Hilldale Apia °Mos
Monday-Friday,. 7:30-3:30.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 437-4113. TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287.
KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 62 & older, or handicap IL disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888

HALEY'S
n
);.tigt!iticit
LTA Rental and Sales
Cars Custom Vans arid Vans For Moving
-Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So 12th Murray. KY 42071

Phone:

753-6910

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Houses
For R•re
38R. 2 bath gas heat
deck, 5 min from Stadium. ,
Rene Deposit, $450. Hwy
121 759-4696

A- 2BR appliances him 'shed, gas heat, wet hookup, carport. Rent/ Deposit,
$325 415 S 10th St
759-4696

4 ACRES wooded near
Miller Golf Course 21
Acres near Kirksey 8
Acres partially wooded with
mobile home near Kiresey
Call 489 2768 daytime
489-2161 after 7pm

Freedom Fest
Spring
City-wide
'Yard Sale

3BR plus study. 1704
Ridgewood Appliances including dishwasher Nice
neighborhood $520/mo.
lease, deposit, no pets
Available late May
753 8734
43R 24 bath home Col
lege students welcome
Call 618-533-1428

Homes
For Sale

Public
Sale

Public
Sale

4 ACRE wooded lot Level
to gently sloping. wilong
road frontage South of
Murray & tappet 14 miles
east of Hwy 641 in Heavy
Co near Ky/Tn stale line
$9500 753-8251

Saturday, May 4 • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
100 + yard sales all over town!
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions
of items to be sold are available for $1 in the
Murray Tourism Commission office at the
Commerce Centre, 805 N. 12th St., Murray,
on May 3 from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and on
May 4 from 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
For more information, call 759-2199 or
1-800-715-5004

HOUSE 4 minutes from
Murray State University
4-5br, 2 bath natural gas,
water, sewage 5 garbage
pickup„included $600/mo
1 Efficiency apt $200imo
753-6831

GET .AUTO

CREDIT

Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce
GET A NEW START

CREEKVIEW See storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40eno 759-4081

1-800-511-0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!

365
For Sate
Or Lane

Reestablish Your Credit

SALE or rent Tobacco
barns dark fired, AC Burley 759-4713

SUMNER ROOFING CO.

370

Let one call do it all for indestrial;conmercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdoem.
We are iicaued in Marrey, bonded and insured.
AU employees are covered under emitters comm. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready ta serve you!

Llitssteck
& Supplies
h ARABIAN 'h Quarter
horse mare. 1 yr old
492-8723
REGISTERED Barzona
bull easy calfer, 3yrs old
492-8723

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1400-270-0479 or 502-235-5979

380

GREAT location Newly decorated, 3br, 2 bath brick,
fireplace in den. Located in
Oaks Estate on large
COMMERCIAL 'bldg, wooded lot Professionally
2400sq ft, on 'A acre lot. landscaped. Walk to golf
Natural gas, central"h/a,Neeeurse, $106,000 Ph
753-1468
2yrs old. 753-4547.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob HAZEL- newly decorated
2br, 14 bath, appliances,
Haley, state certified
garage 492-8526
- 759-4218.
QUIET peaceful country
KOPPERUD Realty has setting, 9 miles west of
buyers waiting to purchase Murray. AM brick, 11 rooms,
homes all price ranges It 4 baths, 15 closets, 2 storyou are thinking of selling- age rooms, 2 fireplaces,
contact one of our courte- 50x95 barn, 2sheds 32x95,
ous and professional 104 acres, vinyl fenced.
agents at 753-1222 or stop Too many extras to list. By
by office at 711 Main St
owner, $277,000
REAL Estate acreage. 1-A 435-4184.
to 275A Owner financing
SMALL 2br house Ideal for
759-4713
elderly couple or rental
house 407 N 3rd St
753-8899 if no answer
435
leave message
Lake
Property
470
KY Lake waterfront lot,
Molorcyche
level, trees, $29,750
Terms 753-9302
1982 VIRAGO 750. Drag
pipes, sharp bikel
492-8475.
440
1993 HONDA 300 EX, low
LOA
hours. 759-2409.
Fe( Sale

Pets
I Supplies
BARNEY dogloo small to
704bs Removable top, vented Clear door & floor pad
753-8607

Tl's LAWN SERVICE

BLUE Healer male, w/
papers $50 474-2382
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

• Mowing

• Weedeating

• Edging

• Hauling, Etc.

Guaranteedfast, friendly-areprofessional service.

SIAMESE kittens, (seal
point) $100fea Siamese
adult female (seal point),
$50 759-1799

753-5647 or 759-9365
If no answer please leave message

Public
Salo

WOODSWITHIS
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
. (502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood -Flooring Sales.
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

PSE bow,quiver,lamps,
fireplace screen, decorative pieces, Snick
knacks, women's clothing 4-16, men's S-M-L,
too much to list!

e

Spring
Yard Sale

Contractor or Home Builders

ksey's Plumbing

816 N. 19th

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

May 2, 3 & 4
7 am.-7
Large doll selection,
furniture, some antiques, jewelry, much
more
No Sales Before 7 a m

t;Ira

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

ii

9 WOODWORKING
!
Will Build To Your Speccations

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
„,• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops .

I

•

•

502-759-9672

630 N. 4th Si. (Neat to Lwow Maw)• Muriay
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

502-436-574-4
1.-800-548-5202
Tree TM-ninny
Free Estimates LiaNSED & ENSURED
Tree Removal
241* Service
Operated
&
Owned
Removal
Stump
Gurter Cleaning &
CJaanup Service
B1
Mukh Hauling
Light Hauling. Etc.
Landscaping
iN I.XMB
Full Line of
Hedge Trainning
"Qu.driv Scrvice"
Equipment
Tree Spraying

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
402 SUNBURY
MURRAY II3ohind Bunny Bread)
'53 5940
1-1 •
frt
7
4
••••=9‘11
•' A\‘11.momMleleabbs----nar
- 14-4.17ZUZ

•

510
Cepripers
1978 22FT Self contained
camper, fully equipped in
excellent condition, $3100.
Call 753-6491.
1991 PROWLER 5th
wheel, 284 ft with electric
living room slide out. Central heat & air, awning, stereo, microwave, queen
bed Excellent condition,
$12,900 759-1987,
436-2065.
32FT Camper, air, gas
heat, $2,000. 759-4414.

1983 CHEVY Malibu wagon, good work car.
759-4131
1983 OLDS Toronado,
$1200. Call Deitrich at
753-7132 or 753-2715.

3000SO ft of Luxurious liv- 1987 DODGE Shadow,
ing space, plus 4'4 car looks good, runs good, red
garage, vaulted ceilings, $1700 753-2956 or
wallpaper, tie, w/many ex- 753-5607
tras Built new in '92, 1988 VW Jetta Call
$174,900 753-2339
753-3474
3BR 1 bath, vinyl siding
1990 OLDSMOBILE Delta
home on 2 acres in Browns 88,
81xxx actual miles, Wire
Grove Fruit trees & outcruise, tilt wheel, $5300
buildings Mid 40's
753-8400 or 492-6176
435-4536
1994 CHRYSLER New
38R, 1 bath, new-butbuildYorker, dark green & gray
mg, central h/a, 4-mikis
on bottom, 40xxx miles,
from Ky Lake boat ramp
$16,500
loaded,
Call
Price in low 30's.
437-4838
759-1161.
1994 HONDA Accord LX,
miles, Seafoam
38R, 2 bath large deck 4dr, 27xxx
for quick
w/half covered porch in Green. Reduced
& on
5pith
753-3493
sale.
after
8pm
Call
Sub
Mathis
8-5
753-1266,
weekends„,
753-0895
weekdays
3BR, 2 bath with detached
garage Less than 1yr old, '73 CADILLAC convertible,
located near Coles Camp- mechanically excellent
obo.
ground. Little or no down condition, $700
payment with good credit. 753-5531.
Call 489-2768 daytime, '86 MUSTANG, good con489-2161 after 7pm
dition 753-2544

Tree Service

•

MUST sell Sharp black '94
Ford Ranger 753-5711 or
489-2219

PRIME building lots, some
w/trees, all underground
utilities, natural gas Joins 1984 FORD LTD II, 110xxx
Oaks Country Club. miles, air, cruise, tilt, Scyl.
_ Good shape, dependable,
753-4010, 435 4226
$975. Call 753-2580 afternoons or leave message.
460
1985 CAPRICE Classic,
Nowa
4dr, 150xxx miles, very
Far Sale
dean. Excellent =Anion.
Doesn't use oil, no rust
2 STORY brick, 4br, 24
bath. Quality construction, $2500. 354-8961 after$194,000 obo. 759-2571, noons, Tues-Fn, mornings
753-6712.
435-4040, 435-4013.
2YR Old home. Open plan, 1987 DODGE Colt, 73xxx
cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 miles, new clutch, runs
bath, front porch, quality great, $1400 obo. Call
759-2437, leave message
construction. Ph 759-2571

mb Brothers

Garage
Sale
May 3-4
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
1633 liamIlton Ave.
Settee. couch, chair.
bedroom set, dresser,
misc golf equip., tools,
fishing tackle, toys,
clothes, air conditioners,
mrsc items.

436-2667

Custom
CABINETS

4 Party
Garage Sale
1706 Holiday Dr.
May 2, 3, 4
Wicker furniture, console stereo, records, linens, lamps, pictures,
oak picnic & end tables,
exercising
machines,
dishes, glass & kitchenware. crafts, large mixture of odds & ends.

IN
ATTENTION

'85 DODGE Mb, Prospecp/s, a/c, auto, 318
trx,
VS, with topper. Roadhandler tires with extra set
mounted. Studded snow
tires, 1 owner, 77xxx males
History log since dale of
purchase, $3800.
436-2561

F
10 CgteIMERCIAL lots for - 1996 BEAR- CAT---ATV,.
sale. Sizes from 0.61 to 454cc 4x4 now availablain
1.05 acres_ 7 Acres road limited quantities at BEAR
front located on Hwy 94E. CREEK BOAT WERKS
Call 759-4851 or 753-3734 800-354 9501
from 8am-I'Spm.
d90
2- ACRE -lot between MurUsed
for
Perfect
Mayfield
&
ray
COM
from
new home. 489-2625
1962 FORD Galaxie. SHP
6Pm-9Pmgo-cart. 437-4079 after
2 LOTS with 24'00' garage, & electric service, lo- 5Pel,
cated in Preston Heights, 1983 BUICK Skylark,
500 feet from city limits. All 55xxx miles, wile's car. Deunderground aty utilities, pendable, $1750.
753-8900 nights 753-0071.
$24,900. 753-2339
3 HUGE corner lots-in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753 233e

At0

,Gigantic 6 Family
Yard Sale
1622 College Farm
Rd.
Thurs., .Fri., Sat.
7 till ?,

COMMERCIAL Property,
sale or lease. Court
Square, Paris, Tn. City best
location, 2 story, 2500sq tt.
Owner financing
759-4713

3BR, 2 bath brick, basement. carport, central hia,
deck, outbldg, 4 4 acres, 11
miles from Murray on 94E.,
474-8331

'87 DODGE Colt Vista, 4
wheel drive, 85xxx miles, 2
bucket seats, 2 bench
seats, seat 6 Exc. condition, new tires, $2,500 firm.
4BR, 2'h bath with full 489-2012
basement, 3 car carpet, '88 CHEVY Celebrity, 4dr,
3900sq ft under roof. excellent condition, $1595
1500Sq ft workshop with 4 492-8603.
bath, 3 stall livestock barn
with fenced pasture,
stocked pond, central heat
sno
& air Wocelstoves in workUsed
shop and basement Sits
'Nobs
on apprx. 9 acres in Kirksoy, $185,000 Serious in- 1984 MAZDA SE-5 pickup,
quiries only. Evening calls good shape, black, 5sp,
at 489-2056 for appt.
$1600. 489-2022.
BY Contractor New 4br.
24 bath house w/3 car
garage Deluxe home with
all amenities You must see
this one Call 753-3903
BY Owner- Custom designed and built for quality,
energy efficiency and
openness, 3br, 24 bath, 1
acre lot Quiet neighborhood many extras Shown
by appointment 753-9778

1989 CHEVY Silvered° extended cab, swb, cruise
control, electric windows/
locks, 103x xx miles, $9850
753-4445.
1989 FORD '4 ton, automatic, air, gooseneck hookup 489-2308
1990 GAAC S-15, low miles,
Sep. air, CD player, new
aluminum wheels, new
tires, asking $6500
762-4616 or 527-1666

-96 MODEL Jayco travel
trailer, 230 SL, never used,
$10,500. 753-3672.

llorvices
Offend

Services
Offered

Used
MIAs

COLONIAL Charm on 1990 RANGER, a/c, pis,
beautrlul Olive Blvd near p/b, runs great, 87K,
•
MSU Campus Spacious $3500 Cal 759-2409.
bock home teatunng, SW,4
Chevy
bath & over 330q ft of 1991 FULL size
Irving area Priced just re pickup. 759-5448.
duced by $10,000. For -1991 GMC Sierra 4x4, 350
more intormabon contact-engine, heat &
anvIm
Kopperud Realty. cassette, mag wheels, new
753-1222 IALS53000450. tires, chrome brush guards.
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4 $12,500. 436-5950.
bath, 2 story. 4100/+ sq tt. 1992 DODGE diesel truck,
Lots of extras, Walnut ca- $14,000 obo. 436-2269
binets, Conan baths,
decks, gazebo, sprinkler 1993 CHEVROLET Silversystem, large game room, ado, 2 wheel drive, short
753-5940, wide, red. Absolutely new
study
502-924-5290
436-5946

sin
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30
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ABSOLUTE LAWN LEES CARPET CLEAN- PLUMBING Repair All
CARE. Lawn mowing, ING Furniture • carpets' types _plumbing repair, inweed spraying, gutter spot removal • Was sad- cluding thawing water lines
..Reasonable rates,
cleaning. fREE ESTI? metes 753 582,7
502-437-4545.
MATES. 753-6585
LEWIS exterior damning.
homes,
PLUMBING repairs, fast
ADDITIONS, roofing & sid- House, mobile
ing are my Specialty. For brick & vinyl. BuiWingi,- service. 436-5255.
free estimates call, David RV's, Sidewalks Free sadRILEY Remodeling & Conmates. 753-6400
Lamb at 436-5043
struction. Additions, garages, roofing, vinyl siding &
AFFORDABLE lawn care, UCENSED for electric and trim. Replacement winIron' mowing and trimming gas 753-7203
dows, storage sheds, pole
to hauling off eyesores For
CARPET barns, decks. New homes
friendly, dependable ser- LONGLIFE
also available. Call for free
SPECIAL
vice call J J 's after 5•00 CLEANING
a Standard size estimate. 502-489-2907
$2500
436-2919
room Free 0E001:NU- ROB'S Electrical works
ALL wound hauling, junk M & SCOTCHGUARDNew & old constuction. Reclean up, cleaning out NG 436-2654
sidential, commercial, inwork
tree
gutters,
sheds,
ckatrial, agricultural. Qualand moving Free esti- MARC'S LAWN SER- ity work, reasonable prices.
mulch
haul
Wit
also
VICE
Joe Lamb
reates
Licensed & Insured.
753-6226, 753-4168
436-2867
247-5700. 742-4484
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp , MB GENERAL CON- (pager)
foundations, slabs, sidew- STRUCTION & MAINTE- ROOFING and painting, inalks, driveways, buildings, NANCE carpentry, paint- tenor, exterior, etc. 25yrs
remodeling, repairs, AGC ing, electrical, siding, other
experience. 10% Discount/
maint
&
apt.
certified. 489-2214.
(502)436-2819 fax or Senior Citizens. 474-0107
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- modem avail.
R & R ELECTRIC Specianiture repair & custom
MULCH, delivered Murray. lizing in mobile home hoowoodworking. 753-8056
kups, new construction,
436-5560
general maintainence
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Free estimates, fast serFactory trained by 3 major PAINTING, interior, extermanufacturers All' work ior Roofing home repairs, vice . Call anytime
762-0001
and parts warranted Ask cleaning Free estimates
for Andy at The Appliance 436-5032
Works, 753-2455
PAINTING, interior & exterAPPLIANCE SERVICE ior Mobile homes, deck SEAMLESS gutters inCall stalled, residential or comKenmore, Westinghouse, cleaning.
mercial, Serval' Gutter Co
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- 502-489-2165
753-6433
BOBBY
perience
CARPORTS for cars and
HOPPER, 436-5848
trucks Special sizes for SPEEDY Maid mobile
BACKHOE SERVICE motor home, boats, RVs cleaning service
BRENT ALLEN septic tank and etc. Excellent protec- 5 0 2 - 7 5 9 - 5 0 5 5 ,
installation, repair, replace- tion, high quality, excellent 502-753-8086.
ment 759-1515.
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ROY
ServiceCLEANING- yards, barns, Removal. Insured with full
BACKHOE
line of equipment Free esHILL Septic system, drive- sheds, attics, garages
ways. hauling, foundations, Hauling. Free estimates. timates. Day or night,
753-5484.
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.
etc 759-4664.

CONSTRUCTION Work,
McBride Construction.
STARCRAFT popup camDecks to garages, Addiper, sleeps 6, new conditions and Vinyl Free estition. 759-9413.
mates. Satisfaction guarBOB'S • Plumbing Service.
SUMMER retreat, Carriage All work guaranteed. Free anteed Call Larry McBride.
34h travel trailer, above av- estimates. 436-5832 or 436-2102
erage condition, w4ot rental 753-1134.
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
paid until Nov, on Blood
Homes, trailers, offices
River. 753-6116 days, BUILDER- New homes & Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
garages. Framing, metal or 436-5560
436-5810 after 8pm.
wood, Contract or 'hourly.
Tnpp Williams 753-0563 CUSTOM BUILT wooden
52°
decks & fencing. Excellent
Sods
BUSHHOGGING, drive- workmanship. Affordable
& Motets
and
gardens
graded,
ways
rates. 753-7860.
166 SS Ebbbde Dyna trait, lawns roto-tilled. New 60
dual console, 1405, John- inch roto- tiller does a terrific CUSTOM bulldozing and
son Motorguicie, Eagle Lo--t- Job Call „lonesy 437-4030. backhoe work, septic Syswrance, Tennessee trailer, - CARPET REPAIR. Does tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
garage kept, road cover. your carpet have wrinkles Horace Sholar
Well maintained, clean or bad seams? Call Stock- CUSTOM tilling, grader
package, $5 200 . well Carpet Installation & blade work, bushhogging
474-8666
Repair for a Free estimate Gerald Carroll- owner.
502,492-6159.
1958 POLAR CRAFT 13' 437-4272.
V-hull. 1959 18hp Johnson
d lobs DAVID'S Cleaning Sertrolling mtr, depth finder, HANDYWORK/od
too small. vices. -Cleaning vinyl sidjob
No
wanted.
trailer, $725 436-2675.
Just give us a call. ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
1985 34FT Sea Ray, twin 759-1184.
parking lots, all exterior
454's, 325hrs. ktint condiCABINET RE- cleaning, acid cleaning
tion, only $59,500. KITCHEN
Make your old available David Borders,
753-4663 days, 492-8479 FACING.
new again with Formica. All Insured, Completely Monights.
colors, free estimates. bile. Phone 502-759-4734,
1993 BULLET XD-20 bass Wulffs Recovery, Murray, Cellular 502-853-1108.
boat w/200tip Mariner mo- KY. 436-5560
DRYWALL, finishing, retor. Tournament ready,
Home Im- pairs, additions and blowCall LAMB Brother
$ 1 8 , 000 .
provements, remodeling, ing ceilings 753-4761.
502-522-5170.
additions, roofing, siding,
1995 PONTOON, 22ft free estimates. 436-2269. FINISH mowing, garden
breaking & tiling, bush Mg.
Crest, 40hp, used less than
LAWN Mowing, Bill Pas- ging 753-5303 after 6pm.
8 hours, $10,200
chal. 502-753-2943.
753-6840.
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
LAWN mewing, trimming & parts & service. Evades*
1996 DONZI 275 LXC
odd jobs. 753-8463.
vinyl underpining, lifetime
(29'3' overall) midberth
at
starting
LAWN mowing and general warranty, tan, beige, white,
cruisers in stock,
$39,943.00. BEAR CREEK yard work. Hard working grey. 492-8488.
WERKS. and dependable. Call GILBERTS Repair SerBOAT
800-3549501.
753-6534.
vice Mirrors_ Glass Replacement. Screens. Storm
20FT WELLCRAFT, open
Doors. Big Screen TV Covers. Custom Security
bow, 350 Chevy V-8, liarcruiser i/o, stainless prop,
Doors. 436-5733.
marine radio, tandem
trailer. 502-362-7164.
BEACH ROOFING 12
years experience. Free estimates. Reasonable rates.
759-9629.

CLASSIFIED

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690
TOMS WINDOWS. Cleaning, Res Commercial.
436-5389.
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TREES trimmed. topped or
removed. Also firewood.
Call 436-2562
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner..
Vinyl siding, paintin •
decks. additions, roofing.
20yrs experience,free estimates. 753-2592,
WELDING: Portable,
stickee, 1.41G, heli-arc, brazing. Mild steels, stainless,
aluminum arid cast iron.
Call David at 436-5638.
WILL do home repairs. Also
lay vinyl flooring Call
759-9257 after 5prn.
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl). 759-1799.

1.00EAIP
ARE El
• SEW

5TORIU.
AT me

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530.

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

fit

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

24FT Pontoon boat '89
model boat & motor. CaN
after 6, 759-9639.
CELEBRITY Boats.
18%31', most in stock now
and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
CREEK BOAT WERKS
800-354-9501.

CLASSIFIEDS =
40)5

PROCRAFT Bass boat,
dual console, 20ft long, 200 Mariner motor, Procrah
trailer. Good condition. See
Carlos Black Jr. at Black's,
Decorating Center- or call
436-2935 or 753-0839.
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft, limited 1995's_
available at huge discounts, starting at
$3699.00 BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800-354-9501.
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530
Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
trig, hedge trimming, land
scaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
136-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
Al Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Cato
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark
436-5791,
Lamb
436-2528

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section —
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically' Whether you're buying ... selling.
looking for employment . . it all adds up to
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Ten years ago
Dr. James W. Hammack Jr. has
been elected as faculty regent to
Board of Regents of Murray State'
University.
Timothy Weatherford, a 1986
graduate of 'Calloway County
High School, has been selected to
receive a $1,000 scholarship from
Wal-Mart, Murray. He plans to
attend University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
A feature story about Jeanette
Storey, professional lady angler,
is published. The story was written by Staff Writer Laurie
Brumley.
Winners of Blood River Bass
Masters Inc. Club Fishing Tournament were Jerry Brawner, Kerry Erwin and Keith Fain.
Twenty years ago
Linda Avery has been named
Most Outstanding Senior and
Peggy Rogers and Randy Herndon as Best All Around-Oltl and
Boy of the 1986 senior class of
Calloway County High School.
Sherry Morris and David Williams have been selected as Miss
and Mr. CCHS by the student
body.
A page feature story and pictures on the Murray City Landfill
is published. The story and pictures were by Staff Writer and
Photographer David Hill.
Mrs. Charles Knott, Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs. Hughes
Bennett, Mrs. Phiil Liddle and
Mrs. Bob Washer of Hazel
Woman's Club presented a short
skit at a meeting of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs at

DEAR ABBY: I am forwarding
this letter to you from my mother,
who recently died from ALii (Lou
GIhrig's clisea-ge). She wrote ft
,almost one year before her death,
when she. was diagnosed with this
'terminal disease. She left it for us to
send to you because she wanted
people who are against issues such
as assisted suicide to feel what she
was going through. She asked for
open-mindedness and understanding. Her words are better than any
of ours, for only she. truly knew
what she had to face.
KRISTIN BULL, MADISON,WIS.
DEAR KRISTIN: Please
accept my sympathy at this sad
time. Your mother makes a
powerful argument for her
point of view:
DEAR ABBY: Have you ever
faced death with someone you dearly loved? Have you watched a loved
one go through excruciating pain or
helpless and hopeless suffering,
beCause it's obvious the end is near?
I would- like to spare- my h'usband, daughters, parents, family
and friends, as well as myself. I'm
not so much scared to leave this life
as I am of the journey thacs in store
for me. After being diagnosed with
ALS,I have prayed for the strength
to go with dignity. How.can one he
dignified while struggling wall
breathing, swallowing and all other
•
muscular functions of the body?
I would love to have a Dr.
Kevorkian with me to ease the way.
What the world needs are more Dr.
Kevorkians! I wier people •would
allow some fleltibitity- in their
thoughts and actions. I am consid-ering being filmed at the end; it
quid be far more graphic than a
letter.
HELEN BULL, MADISON, WIS.
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DEAR KRISTIN AND DEAR
READERS: The latest acquittal
of Dr. Jack Kevorkian by a jury
fn Miehrgaii,'coupled with a
recent decision of the U.S.
Court of Appeal.,. which held
that the laws against assisting a
suicide are unconstitutional,
focuses attention on the issue of
how a terminally ill patient can
request and receive physician
aid-in.dying rather than accepting home care or hospice.
The Hemlock Society USA
advocates legalization of physician aid-in-dying for competent,
terminally ill patiento should
they choose this method of ending their lives. In order to further patients' rights in this
area, the Hemlock Society USA
is working for the enaytment of
laws in each state that clearly
and succinctly set forth the
guidelines for voluntary aid-indying.
For more information and to
receive two helpful booklets,
"Patients'
Rights
and
Resources" and "A Letter to My
Physician," as well as membership information, please write
to: The Hemlock Society, P.O.
Box 101810, Denver,Colo.80250.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am a steady
reader of your column, which I really enjoy, but am puzzlea by one
thing. A lot of letters start with:
"Recently I read in your column,"
etc., or-you will say, -Yesterday I
published- a letter from The Grand:
parents,'" etc. Well, not in my newspaper you didn't.
Abby, does each paper sort of do
its own tbing_with your column. or
what? I read you in The Asheville
Citizen-Times in North Carolina.
Thank you for answering this.
CHRISTEL FRITZCHING,
LITTLE SWITZERLAND,-N.C.

!NG: Yes, each newspaper_tort_
the cAmtract without utiliiing the- of "does its own thing." If a-.,
Eait dealer:diamond suit, where a straightfor- paper is short ofspace, it may
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
ward finesse was available. But in- drop a let_ter_._*eWn.ut--i-t-at-A-------steidofirossIng-to dUmmy to
+ 102
later date when space is availIP A 73
tempt the fine:48e, South.played the able.
_
ace ofdiamonds attrickfour,caught
V-Q J 1083
West's king, and wound up making
4. A 6
DR. GOTT
EAST
five notrump! Had he tried the
WEST
4Q4--nesse-,--heweuld-have-goneclownone! By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
+ K J 96 3
How wasSouth-smartenough to
Q 106
J 84 2
-know that the king would fall on the
•K
•964
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 68-year-old
ace? The answer is that he didn't father suffered a blood clot in his right
+ 1087
. 4495 4 2
know the king Wah sineeten-,,hutlie leg. What causes this condition and.
SOUTH
did know, that taking a diamond - what is the treatment, other than
+ A 84
being placed on Coumadin? Can he
finesse-was the wrong play.
K 95
Declarer reasoned that if West prevent a clot from occurring?
ri5 MERE NOMIN6 OUT
•A 7 5 2
had the guarded king, the contract
K Q3
DEAR -READER: Deep .venous
THERE WHICH WILL EAT
could notbe made,since West would .thrombophlebitis refers to a serious
FAT??? The bidding:
AWAY AT
cash his two remaining spades for medical condition marked by the forSouth West North
-East
down one. South therefore_had to mation of clots in the deep veins of the'
Pass 3NT
Pass _ I NT
assitme that either East had the legs. If left untreated, portions of the
OPening lead — six of spades.
may break off and be carried to
king of diamonds or that'West had
the lungs, where they become wedged
You sometimes hear it said that the singleton king.
Theace ofdiamonds play catered and cause shortness-of-breath, chest
the best players seem to see right.
through the backs ofthe cards.They to both possibilities. Had East held pain and even death.
don't, of course, but in an astonish- the guarded king of diamonds, DVT frequently occurs without
ingly high percentage of deals they South's safety play would have cost warning or apparent reason, producdo play as though they were looking him the extra 30 points he could ing a swollen, painfulleg. The disorder is much more common in people
have scored by taking a finesse.
at both opponents' hands.
who are confined to bed (after childconsidered
that
But
when
it
is
where
Forexample,takethisdeal
birth or surgery, for example),tjlt
West led a spade against three losing a finesse to-the singleton king ions with varicose
veins a
—700
declarer
960
points
could
cost
notrump.East's queen won the first
patients with underlying diseases,
rtrick, the spade return was ducked points for the rubber, 160 for mak- such as polycythemia (a disorder
w
A,
Herr
t3L5L,Itia.DING UP "IRE
to West'sjack,and a third spade was ing five notrump,and 100 points for marked by blood that is too thick)"
.
taken by the ace as East discarded a going down one — 30 points was a which cause the blood to clot mom
very small premium to pay for avoid- rapidly than normal. DVT may else lit
low club.
.
Declarer had no chance to make ing an unnecessary risk.
the first sign of a hidden, hithertounsuspected cancer.
Tomorrow: Paging Sherlock Holmes.
DVT is usually diagnosed by-an
ultrasound exam of the affected leg.
Treatment includes intravenous antiCROSSWORDS
coagulants, such at heparin, followed
by oral anti-coagulants, such as
37 Spring
ACROSS
Coumadin, which may need to be conmonth, in
•
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thiued for,several months.
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tell
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40 Midday
9 Roman
•
discontinued. In'such cases, surgeons
42 Mythical
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44 Diffusion of
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)
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0
call
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words
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READER: As women age
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5 Chemical
(especially those who have had mugii61 Recede
29 Italian river
18 Sheltered
suffix
30 Roman
• side of a ship ple pregnancies), the uterus may tend
6 Baseball
DOWN
garments
abbr.
20 Started
to sag deep into thc pelvis, pushing
32 Mr. Estrada
7 - Rowlands
22 Daytime
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33 "Adam's -"
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Such a prolapse often leads to uri(5 WiDgt14 A tar tit:cc
27- Heat
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4
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relations. It ceases to become merely
ReAL
28 Firmaments
a bother when the prolapse interferes
31 Facing
substantially with normal activity.
glaciers
18
origin
Treatment idcludes a pessary (a
34 Offer
plastic device to re-suspend the
36 Jail
uterus) or surgery to correct the proinhabitants
lapse, Any woman with a prolapsed
39 Columnist
26 27
uterus needs a thorough gynecologiBombeck
41 Indian weight cal examination. Then the doctor can
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suggest appropriate corrective meaGrant
sures.
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(abbr.)
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Lexington. They represented the
Today is Wednesday, May 1, the 122nd day of 19%. There are 244
First District at the request of
Irma .La Fpllette, district, days left in the year.
`.. Today's Highlight in Ili-Story:
governor.
,Twenty-five years ago, on May 1, 1971, Amtrak — which coin
Thirty years ago
bined and streamlined the operations of 18 intercity passehgf rait.4
A soil survey is being made in
roads — went into service.
Calloway and Marshall Counties
On this date:
SerConservation
by USDA Soil
In 1786, the opera "The Marriage of Figaro," by Wolfgang AIRSvice, according,p Maurice Humdeus Mozart, premiered in Vienna.
phrey, soil scientist.
In 1893, the Wprld's Columbian Exposition was officially opened
Mrs. Everett Ward Outland of
in Chicago by President Cleveland,
Murray has been elected presiIn 1898. Commodore George Dewey gave the command,"You may
dent of Bear Creek Girl Scout
fire when you are ready, Gridley," as an American naval force
Council, a group that serves
destroyed a Spanish fleet in Manila Bay.
2,757 girls. in the _1.3 area
In 1931, New York's 102-story Empire State Building was
counties.
dedicated.
The semi-annual circuit
In 1931, singer Kate Smith began her long-running radio program
assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses
on CBS;
will be June 10 at Murray High
In 1941, the Orson Welles motion picture "Citizen Kane"'PreSchool, Eighth and Main Streets.
miered in New York.
Over 500 persons are expected to
In 1945, a day after Adolf Hitler committed suicide, it was
attend.
announced that Admiral Karl Doenitz had succeeded Hitler as leader
Births reported include a boy
of the Third Reich.
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald GalliIn 1960, the Soviet Union shot down an American U-2 reconnaismore, April 27.
sance plane near Sverdlovsk and captured its pilot, Fraucis-Ciary
Forty years ago
Powers.
Shirley Outland, daughter of
In 1967, Anastasio Somoza Debayle became president of
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Outland, is
Nicaragua.
valedictorian, and Judith Ann
In 1967, Elvis Presley married Priscilla Beaulieu in Las Vegas.
Workman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Workman, is saluta- (They divorced in 1973.)
In 1978, Ernest Morial was inaugurated as the first black mayor of
torian of the 1946 senior class of
New Orleans. ,
Murray High School.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union announced that the situation at the
Personnelman Third class Wildamaged Chernobyl nuclear plant was under control. However, in an
liam C. Denton, USN, is serving
at Naval Air Station, Corpus extremely unusual appearance before a House panel in Washington,
Soviet Embassy official Vitaly Churkin said the problem was "not
Christi, Texas.
over yet."
Mrs. Robert Young, guest
Five years ago: Nolan Ryan of the Texas Rangers threw his seventh
speaker, talked about "Discipleno-hitter -at age 44, shutting out the Toronto Blue Jays 3-0. Rickey
ship" at a meeting of Woman's
Henderson of the Oakland A's set a major-league record by stealing
Society of Christian Service of
his 939th base during a game against the New York Yankees. The
.Coles Camp Ground Methodist
government of Angola and U.S.-backed guerrillas:y*000 agreements
Church at the home of Mrs. Rayending their civil war.
mond Wrather.
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AtSU education department offers summer reading program
10

A summer reading program will
be offered.for children iri7primary
through sixth grade by Murray State
University's Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Beginning Monday, July 15th,
the sessions wil continue on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays through Friday, August
2nd,from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 am.in
Murray State's Special Education
Building.
The program is designed to provide children with positive reading
experiences. It is especially appropriate for children who are having

difficulty learning to read, who need
assistance in developing reading
comprehension, vocabulary, oral
reading, or study skills or who

simply wish to enhance existing
reading skills. One-on-one tutoring, which focuses on assessment
and strategies for improving read-

The cost of the program is
ing skills, will be provided by•
graduate students enrolled in a read- $60.00. ,The deadline Los-apply for
ing instruction and assessment the summer reading program is June
30th. To apply, call 502-762-2446
course.

or for more information,contact the
professor of the reading instruction
and assessment course, Dr. fylartin
Jacobs at 502-762-2593„...:

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1996
(For your personalized daily
Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on
your own date of birth. call
1-900-988-7788. Your phone
company will bill you 99 cents a
minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
New partnerships hold wonderful
promise. The harder you work, the
more success you will enjoy. Late
summer isAtie best time to buy or
sell property. Employment in the
arts or communications field is
favored. Having too many irons in
thelue at one time could hamper
progress. Learn to prioritize! A
romantic relationship is- strengthened when you make a clean break
with someone from your, past. Build
for the futfire.
CELEBRITIES IfiORN ON
THIS DAY: legendary sinker Bing
Crosby, supermodel Naomi Campbell. singer Lesley Gore, pediatrician Dr. Benjamin Speck.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
today,.Repayment-w
. in the near future. A business trip
brings- better results than expected.
a di1&tppivattt if asked-to-address a financial crisis.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Deal with any professional jealousies in a positive way. A family
matter could interfere with business
or career progress unless you take
corrective action.
• GEMINI (May 21-June 20): If
money.is tight, calLa halt tospend-.
ifig-,Expensive-furnishifigs will have
to wait. Yotir intuition is right on
target where partners are concerned.
Have-faith:
•
•'
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Your usually keen judgment could
be offbase today. Consult experts
about the commercial value of a
,home-produced item. Investigate
starting a business.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Launch
a new project with fanfare. Hard
work is the magical elixir offering
fame and fortune. The less you compromise yourself in business the better.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Neighbors can be lucky for yon in a
surprising was. When traveling for
business,find a way to enjoy it. Offspring may be feeling more'insecure
than usual. Be supportive of their
•
goals and dreams.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):Even
though extra work is heaped on your
shoulders, the rewards are there.
Attention to detail brings fantastic
results. Collaborative efforts are
favored, and so is a real estate pur•
chase.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. ;I): A
surprise strategy will get co-workers
scrambling aboard your -bend
wagon. Move swiftly to put innovative ideas or new methods into
action. Tenderness and patience'help
you build a special one-on-one relationship.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
21): Ignoring gossip will increase
your productivity. Opt for teamwork
-rather than going ir alone. Cutting
back on spending helps create Dnancial stability.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): You may have to use uncon-tentional tactics to gain a prominent
person's attention. A get-together
with old friends could produce a
lucrative idea or valuable connection.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Do not let self-doubt threaten your
professional advancement. Utilizing
--proven methods-svill'resture--your
confidence. Unexpected expenses
call for-creative financing: New
public recognition is possible.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Be
willing to travel to follow up
employment leads. Enrolling in
high-tech courses will boost your
, earning power. Consider performing
more services for yourself to cut
- ext.:lenses.
TODAY'S CHILDREN arc
rarely shy when it comes to
expressing their views. Intelligent
and perceptive, these Taureans
are great judges of character.
Although known for their diplomacy, they will not mince words
if their authority is challenged.
Born organizers, they make firstclass executives. These Taureans'
career plans are grounded in reality, allowing them to realize a
high percentage of their goals. A
keen appreciation for color and
design will be apparent in their
stylish and comfortable homes.
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Coke 6 Pk. 20 oz. Non-Returnable $2.99

6 7 11.1111

Charmin

Bathroom Tissue

p.m.+

HOME OF-LOW LOW LOW PRICES
Sunshine Kracklin or Chunk

Armour Treet

Dogfood

Luncheon Meat

Bag21$3.49

$1.49

12 Oz.
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1%
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I
;
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100% Pure

Ground Chuck
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